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HISTORY IN THE MAkINg!

Each year in September, WorldWide Drilling Resource ® features histories of
some well-known and not-so well-known companies across the world. This is a
much-anticipated issue and our Editorial Staff, as well as Public Relations Professionals,
have put in an exteme extra effort to ensure everyone who responded had
Ronnie,
the opportunity to share their history with all of us.
Managing Publisher
Why September? Well, on September 3, 2003, Doc Faison and I shook
Photo taken by
ronnie@
hands on his back porch to move forward with this venture . . .
Yvonne Faison,
worldwidedrillingresource.com
Bonifay, FL 2003.
WorldWide Drilling Resource, Inc. So, I guess you could call it “when our
With pen (computer) in
history began”. As you know, we aren’t ones to brag, so we wanted to be able to share the
hand...
opportunity and the hard work of all the drilling manufacturers, distributors, and suppliers with you.
Take a moment and get to know those who bring their services to you. . .
Oh yeah - ours is in here as well.

We Will See you on the trail!

No frowners allowed!

History Articles featured this month include:

Aardvark Packers..................36
American Augers...................55
Atlas Manufacturing, Ltd......21
Bill Johnson Equipment Co..57
Bit Brokers International.......22
Blast Hole Bit Company, LLC..37
Bor-it.......................................39
Boshart Industries.................47
DRILLMAX®............................54

Heisey Machine Company.....48
Merrill Manufacturing............38
Mills Machine Co., Inc...........17
Numa........................................6
The Rig Doctor’s....................28
Well-Vu, Inc............................12
Western Rubber & Mfg, Inc...46
Windmill 702, LLC..................14
Wyo-Ben, Inc..........................15

Be sure to look in the October issue for even MORE history articles!
Proudly Made in the United States of America - delivered WorldWide !
WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Innovation Brings
Out the Best

Adapted from Information by Numa

Numa was purchased in 1985, by Ingersoll Rand executive and industry veteran, Rollie
Leonard. Under his guidance, the company worked diligently to establish a reputation as
a leading designer and manufacturer of DTH (down-the-hole) hammers and bits. This
dedication saw the company grow from a small supplier of DTH bits to a major player in
the drilling industry.
In 2000, Ralph Leonard was named president and took over running day-to-day operations of the company, and tremendous growth has occurred under Ralph's leadership.
This included an expansion of Numa's manufacturing facilities, product lines, and global
presence. Numa is now recognized as one of the world’s leading drilling technology companies with products serving 11 different
industries. The company has regional offices in six global locations with a dealer network servicing customers in more than
105 countries. Numa continues to build a customer-centric reputation by providing the highest value in products, performance,
and personal service available in the rock drilling industry.
A strategic focus of Numa is to partner with customers to design the right solutions for demanding drilling applications.
This required the company to invest in the research and development of new products, as well as the expertise to support drill
operators. The company works with drilling professionals on jobsites around the world to support its products and gain firsthand
insight for advancing DTH product design.
A key ingredient to the company's growth is directly linked to the people who make up the Numa family. Numa has been
fortunate to assemble an experienced team focused on providing drill operators with an unparalleled level of personal service
and quality products. Many of their talented staff have been with the company over 20, 25, and 30 years providing customers
with a wealth of experience.
Numa DTH products are designed for many different types of drilling applications, such as construction, oil and gas, mining,
quarry, geothermal, water well, horizontal, and other rock drilling industries. In fact, Numa products drilled one of the deepest
holes on record at 17,600 feet below the surface!
As a pioneer in the development of new drilling technologies, including largediameter drilling tools, reverse circulation products, and overburden/under-reaming
products, the company’s innovative approach has paved the way for new and more
efficient ways to drill through rock. A great example is the Super Jaws overburden
bits featuring a special wing design made for simultaneously drilling and casing in
unconsolidated formation of boulders and loose strata. This product has been universally hailed as the best method for installing casing in the world.
The company holds 13 patents for DTH drilling equipment, with more pending.
Investing in research and development to continue moving the DTH industry forward,
has been a top priority. All products are designed and manufactured in Numa's
55,000-square-foot facility sitting on 30 acres in Thompson, Connecticut.
Over the past 30 years, Numa has become a leader in the drilling industry by
designing innovative products, diversifying across multiple industry segments, and focusing on servicing global markets. Numa
now offers one of the largest ranges of DTH rock drilling hammers and bits available in the industry today. The company boasts
over 110 DTH products for drilling holes 3½ to 48 inches in all types of conditions, applications, and industries.
The future looks great. In fact, earlier this year, the company announced the addition of a Doosan Puma 3100 composite
turning center which combines the functions of both a lathe and a machining center to improve manufacturing capabilities at
the Thompson plant; and also four new distributors covering Australia, Central America, Ireland, and the UK.
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Well-Vu’s HD Drop Camera Offers:
a 5-megapixel resolution
a 32gB TF memory card
a 1920 x 1080P@30fps; 1280 x 720P@60fps
a Waterproof to 1000 feet
a Embedded 660mAh Li-polymer battery
a 135-degree photographing angle
a Win7 / WinXP / Mac Os 10.7 or above operating system
a kMPlayer / QuickTime 7.6 / Storm2012 / RealPlayer11
a Attaches with your current heavy-duty hook with safety latch
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New Five-Inch Class
Tubeless DTH Hammer

Global manufacturer of rock drilling
tools, Rockmore International has been
serving the mining, construction, and
water well sectors for more than 65
years.
Rockmore revolutionized the drilling
industry with the launch of its first T Series
DTH (down-the-hole) model, the ROK
600T, a six-inch class model which uses
a tubeless QL6/QL60 bit shank. Last
year, the company released the ROK
60T-360T hammers utilizing the IR 360
bit shank without the blow tube/foot valve.
Now, Rockmore extended the T Series
to the new ROK 550T, a five-inch class
tubeless hammer model which uses the
industry standard QL5/QL50 bit shank,
but with the blow tube/foot valve removed.
With high-performance drilling characteristics rated for drilling 5.5-inch to 6.0inch-diameter holes, the ROK 550T is
suitable for blasthole applications in the
mining and construction sectors, and
for deep hole drilling in the water well
and geothermal sectors.
As with all Rockmore DTH hammers,
the new ROK 550T takes advantage of
Rockmore’s patented SonicFlow technology, which optimizes airflow by simplifying and streamlining the air paths
to minimize backflow and turbulence,
thus delivering more energy to the piston.
Field testing of the SonicFlow design
was determined to result in faster penetration rates and greater overall DTH
hammer efficiency.

For a link to this website, visit:
worldwidedrillingresource.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Hot Off the Press page is proudly
sponsored by Aries Industries, Inc.
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Want your business
to be seen here?

Give us a call: (850) 547-0102
or e-mail: wwdr@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

Where are you planning to go?
How about including these shows:

R
WD
W
Join

Play in the sandbox at the Demo Expo - ICUEE (International Construction and Utility Equipment
Exposition) October 3-5, at the Kentucky Exposition Center in Louisville, Kentucky.
It is the premier event held every two years for utility professionals and construction contractors
to gain extensive understanding of the latest technologies and innovations. A two-mile test drive zone
is ready for on-road equipment. You can operate machinery in job-like conditions outside, go inside
and watch what’s on the demo stage, plus many exhibitors will give in-booth product demonstrations.
go to www.icuee.com for more details.

The California Groundwater Association’s 69th Annual Convention and Trade Show will be held at
the Grand Sierra Resort and Casino in Reno, Nevada, October 19-21.
Get ready for three days of great education sessions to increase your knowledge on everything from
business, drilling, pumps, safety, and more, along with important legislative updates, and a keynote presentation from the Water Systems Council. Tour the many displays of products needed to see your jobs to
completion, and enjoy a good time with fellow water professionals for a round of golf, bowling, poker and
blackjack tournaments, beer/whiskey tasting, as well as the annual banquet. You couldn’t ask for more
than that!
Register online at www.groundh2o.org.

See more events online at media.worldwidedrillingresource.com/Planning9-17.pdf

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Providing Quality Viewing
Systems at a Low Cost

Adapted from Information by Well-Vu

Dealmakers

Well-Vu started out making the Aqua Vu fishing
camera and has over three million underwater cameras
out in the field. All the manufacturing, design, and service is done at the company’s factory in Brainerd,
Minnesota, while distributors in over 25 countries sell
the low-cost, quality viewing systems to contractors
worldwide.
When Ray Roerick, international sales manager for
Well-Vu, was in the drilling business in the late 70s, he
occasionally hired a down hole video survey for projects. Wanting his own camera,
he started inquiring and found there were no camera systems for under $30,000.
Seeing the underwater fishing cameras on the market, which far surpassed anything he had rented, Roerick decided to approach Vision Systems to gather more
Klimek Bros. Well Drilling of Alexandria,
information on the camera components, such
Minnesota, purchased this Hunke 5T pump
hoist mounted on a 2017 Dodge 5500 from
as the cable, color, and pressure rating for
NDS Drilling Supply of Elko New Market,
deeper holes. In 1997, the Well-Vu camera
Minnesota.
entered the market as the first low-cost, highperformance down hole viewing system.
Send your deals to:
The price of down hole video equipment
michele@
has lowered substantially over the years, and
worldwidedrillingresource.com
for most camera systems, is now less than
WWDR photo of Ray and Lyn
$6000. This allows the average contractor, who can’t justify spending huge amounts of
at a recent event.
money for a well inspection, the ability to own one of these camera systems. To this day,
Well-Vu continues to be the industry’s leader in price and performance when it comes to down hole viewing. The company’s
unique modularized system allows them to offer custom builds with as little as a 2-3 day turnaround. Their custom pressure
tank is used to test submerged products to a depth of 2000 feet, which enables the company to offer customers the first 30month warranty in the industry for down hole camera and video equipment.
Well-Vu recently completed and
introduced a self-contained camera and
video recorder system, which is less
than two inches in diameter and can be
lowered with the contractor’s sandline,
personal winch system, or cable / rope.
The company’s vast experience in cameras and electronics lead to the introduction of the first fisheye lens system,
which eliminates the lengthy process of
lowering a few inches at a time, then
panning and tilting the camera to get a
side view, while waiting for the sediment
to drop by the camera lens to get a
good inspection. The fisheye allows for
a continuous decent and a complete
side view from the 180º camera lens.
The innovation of the fisheye has
brought the side view camera system’s
price down to under $5000, depending
on the cable length. In addition, the
company will soon be introducing a new
camera model with a vast amount of
new technology and accessories at
two-thirds the price of other deep well
inspection cameras.

NDS Drilling Supply
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Breaking News
Geoprobe® Team has New Member - Rob Caho

Geoprobe® welcomes Rob Caho to lead North Central Region sales efforts. As a hands-on
leader, Caho has drilled holes throughout North America. He combines his passion for helping others with 39 years of expertise in many
aspects of the drilling industry, including augering, sonic, rock coring,
wet rotary, geotechnical, environmental, direct push, water well, and
geothermal.
Rob serves as vice president for the NGWA (National Ground
Water Association) manufacturing board and is vice president of the National Drilling Association
(NDA).

WHO’S IN THE NEWS
John Larson of the Alberta Water
Well Drilling Association presented
the Maurice Lewis Memorial Award
to Tony Myram.

Look for additional announcements from
the Association of Equipment Manufacturers,
Water-Right, Inc., Mowery, and
Nexans AmerCable online at
media.worldwidedrillingresource.com/
Whos9-17.pdf

Send your Who’s in the News to: bonnie@worldwidedrillingresource.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Using the Wind to Obtain Water
Adapted from Information by Windmill 702, LLC

Water is necessary for nearly everything, including ranching, farming, and landscaping.
This is why Windmill 702, LLC has been dedicated to producing the best quality windmills
since 1953, when Felizardo Elizondo started making windmills in his backyard. Even though
there are other ways to obtain water, windmills are a great option because of the equipment’s
durability. The windmills manufactured by the family-owned company provide an environmentally-friendly method for extracting the amount of water desired from the necessary depth.
The company’s Wind Engine 702 uses a motor with four reinforced gears, and two connecting rods to balance the load, allowing efficient operation. All the movable parts of the
motor work over babbit bushings, which allows it to have little friction. The
motor’s design has two raising beams - a short one provides force and a
long one produces more water volume. Its positive lubrication allows the
babbit bushings, gears, and movable parts to be in continuous lubrication.
Since metal never touches metal, this is not a disposable motor.
The Wind Engine 702 wheel is balanced and designed to achieve efficient operation even with the slightest breeze. It has 18 HDG (hot dipped
galvanized) blades with a security system to handle itself during high winds.
The galvanized tower can be 100% dismantled and is made to last. It is designed with four HDG posts, which have reinforcements at six-foot intervals
to guarantee a strong and rigid structure.
The company received quality control certificates from 1999-2016, and
WWDR photo of company representative Daniel
has customers around the world, including the United States, Mexico, and
at the 2015 Las Vegas event.
Canada. Windmill 702 takes great pride in their quality and service, with the
number one priority being to keep their customers happy. To do this, they look to continue making long-lasting, quality windmills,
while maintaining the best warranty and pricing in the market.

WIND ~ IT’S FREE!!!
WHY NOT USE IT ???
Complete Windmill Line: #6, #8, #10, #12, #14,
#16, #20
Complete Tower Line: 21’, 27’, 33’, 40’, 47’, 60’
(Hot Dipped Galvanized)

Beating Competitors’ Prices, Quality, and Warranty

WINDMILL 702 LLC

North America’s Largest and Modern Windmill Factory since 1953.
Phone: (956) 717-2900
Fax: (956) 717-2933
E-mail: sales@windmill702.com
Web: www.windmill702.com
14
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From the Bentonite Mines to the Drilling Fields
Adapted from Information by Wyo-Ben, Inc.

Wyo-Ben, Inc. traces its roots back to 1951, when an attorney named Rockwood
Brown of Billings, Montana, acquired bentonite reserves in the Big Horn Basin area of
Greybull, Wyoming. A partnership was formed consisting of Rockwood's four children
and R.E. Dansby operating under the name of Wyo-Ben Products Co. Rockwood’s eldest
son, Keith was chosen to give the new partnership a direction, and he was the driving
force behind Wyo-Ben from its inception until the mid-1980s.
Harry Funk was the third employee the company hired. He directed sales in the oil
and gas wholesale business and worked with the company for 55 years. His work ethic
was amazing, he’d usually be the first one to the office and have coffee going when
everyone came in. Sadly, he passed away in 2012, but his contributions certainly played
Maintaining a family-owned mining com- an instrumental role in the success of the company.
pany headed by the third generation can
Early on, drilling and cementing bentonite for the oilfields consumed all production
be a challenge in today's marketplace, through the 1950s. Taconite (iron ore pelletizing, or IOP) began in the 1960s, and quickly
but Wyo-Ben makes it happen.
became a new large-scale consumer. This led to the construction of the company’s second
bentonite plant in Lovell. At that time, demand in the oil and gas industry required additional products and local distribution,
spawning warehouse operations from Canada’s Northwest Territories to the Gulf of Mexico.
By 1981, Wyo-Ben was selling and servicing a full line of drilling fluids through 45 warehouses in the western U.S. and
Canada. Then came 1982, and the demise of the oil and gas industry which forced the company to diversify. As luck would
have it, at about the same time the Wyoming Oil & Gas Commission reached out to the company asking for a better product
to plug seismic holes. This ultimately brought the company into the small drill business. Bob Stichman led the company forward
through diversification.
To see how one product, bentonite chips, changed the small drill industry is truly amazing. Beginning in the mid- to late-80s,
the company began developing a strong distributor network throughout the small drill industry targeting the water well, environmental,
seismic, mining, and mineral industries.
In the 1990s another large-scale consumer came on the scene in the form of clumping cat litter. At the same time, the ground
source heat pump market was starting to take off and the small HDD (horizontal directional drilling) industry was making its
first moves, demanding new products and providing opportunities. Another sustained uptick in the oil and gas industry allowed
the company to reopen a shutdown plant in Thermopolis, Wyoming, which was originally constructed in late the 1970s. With
the frequent ups and downs of the oil and gas industry, Wyo-Ben’s diversification in other drilling fields has been a key factor
to the company’s success.
In addition to providing support to the industry, the company also hosts a mud school to train attendees on the basics of
drilling fluid technology. The class covers how drilling mud can contribute to a smooth drilling operation, clay chemistry, fluid
dynamics, polymer usage, as well as grouting and hole abandonment.
Wyo-Ben values the opinions of their customers and listens to what they have to say about what they would like to see in
new products. Disposal of spent fluids continue to be a growing concern for customers, which is one of the reasons the company
introduced two new products for solidification, and they are currently working on
separation technology. Recently, the company acquired a manufacturing company
which makes solids separation equipment.
The company has received numerous
awards for outstanding contributions to the
drilling industry and protecting the environment, as well as 17 safety awards. It was
even named a Distinguished Partner for
the National Ground Water Association in
2004, 2005, 2007, and 2014.
Today, under the leadership of Keith’s
sons, David president and CEO; Richard
vice president; and Rockwood, Jr. VP - legal
counsel; combined with the support of the
dedicated, knowledgeable, and hardworking employees, the company is set for the
future. Currently, they are looking for new
applications for bentonite to expand into
even more markets.

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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In Memoriam

Francis “Rocky” Milano (1945~2017)
The WWDR Team joins gEFCO, Inc. and countless other drilling industry professionals to say goodbye to Francis “Rocky” Milano who passed away on July 11, 2017.
After a period of declining health, Rocky went peacefully with the love of his family present.
He was a longtime resident of Keene, New Hampshire.
Born in Camden, New Jersey, Rocky went to high school in Scranton, Pennsylvania,
and later attended the University of Scranton.
gEFCO’s northeast territory was Rocky’s domain for over 13 years. He retired in 2015,
after 30 years with the company. A man of integrity, he worked diligently to provide customers with the best solutions for their drilling needs. Rocky was also a fine mentor to the younger salesmen on his team.
One friend remarked that underneath Rocky’s tough exterior, he was a real pussycat. His heart was full of kindness and
compassion, and he dearly loved his family and sharing their stories. Rocky also enjoyed photography, stamp and coin collecting, and tinkering with cars.
Rocky is survived by his wife of nearly 50 years, Natalie; son Michael; daughters
Angela (Jody) and Margaret (James); grandchildren Christy, Nikolas, Crystal, Shyanne,
Adriana, and Prestin; and extended family.
A personal note from Managing Publisher Veronica I. “Ronnie” Jones . . .
As we get older, for some reason we seem to realize our longtime dearest friends are
leaving us behind. I speak with many people (most of them of
course would be my age), and those friends say, “I cannot
believe how many of my friends and relatives are no long
around to get answers from, chat with about nothing in
particular”, and more. This isn’t any easier no matter how
many times it happens in your life. When Kathy, here at WWDR sent
me notice of the posting from GEFCO, my heart stopped. He was
far too young and such a wonderful person, and many had not had
the great opportunity to meet him, I thought. Kathy was also remembering the times in her travels she had been able to share a few minutes with Rocky. How tragic a loss for all.
I can remember the first time I met “Rocky”. I had begun working
for W. C. “Doc” Faison and he was “showing me the ropes” and
introducing me to many of his longtime friends and acquaintances at
the New England Water Well show in Marlborough. As he introduced me to Rocky, a professional respect was created, and we
became lifelong friends. There was another particular event
where we had a chance to sit down while I was waiting for a bus
and we exchanged conversations about our families. The love
and concern for his wife was quite evident.
Throughout the years, everyone I know, who knew Rocky,
had a great respect, mutual and actually, I believe, admiration for
him with his knowledge and “way about himself” that made you instantly realize you had a friend for life. He will truly be missed.
We hope these photos will bring back
fond memories for you.

Lest we forget...
16
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A History of Turning Problems into Solutions
Adapted from Information by Mills Machine Company, Inc.

Estimates show less than one percent of U.S. companies have survived 100 years. Out of the millions
of U.S. family-owned businesses, less than 1200 are currently 100 years old and under the same family ownership and operation. Mills Machine Company (MMC), Inc. is one of these companies.
Founded in 1908, in Shawnee, Oklahoma, MMC is an internationally recognized
manufacturer and distributor of earth drilling tools and accessories with standard products and custom solutions for a variety of industries in both domestic and international
markets. MMC was founded on the concept of turning customer problems into solutions. W.H. Homer Mills recognized the need for a repair shop in Shawnee, and the
company grew as he developed a reputation for his pride in customer service and mechanical ability in solving problems.
During the Oklahoma oil boom of the 1930s, Homer and his sons found an opportunity to serve the growing seismic and
oil industries. The company expanded by repairing drilling rigs and bits, which allowed MMC to transform its repair service into
a true manufacturing operation. In 1947, the company completed its headquarters facility, which it still occupies.
With the advent of irrigation farming in the early 1950s, MMC recognized a growing need in the water well industry. By
helping farmers find a solution for their irrigation problem, the company was able to undergo a major shift, which lead to manufacturing a larger array of drill bits, as well as increased service offerings for drilling rig and mud pump repair.
After David Mills obtained the company in the early 1970s, MMC achieved a new level of growth
with larger corporate customers and contracts. In 1979, Chuck Mills joined the company, and acquired ownership from his father in 1981. Throughout the 1980s, MMC achieved more growth, expanding into the directional drilling and blasthole mining markets. The increasing need for monitoring
wells led to growth in the environmental and soil sampling industry. New product development, including “hollow stem,” and the MMC patented “Milclaw” bit, aided corporate growth, along with the
continued expansion of custom product sales in international markets.
After more than 100 years of experience in developing earth drilling tools and accessories,
MMC is still turning problems into solutions. The company continues to increase business opportunities in its primary sectors of the water well and environmental industries, while targeting more opportunities in the geothermal and construction industries. By listening to customers and responding
to their needs with the right products at a competitive price, MMC has established a reputation for
its service excellence and long-term business relationships.
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Drilling Into Money Not Boring
by Mark E. Battersby

Tax Deductible Internet Marketing
Far too many small drilling businesses tend to lump advertising, promotions, public relations, and
other sales support expenses under the heading of “marketing.” In the eyes of the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS), advertising consists of paid, scripted messages directed at potential clients and customers.
Promotion is paid exposure for the business - provided, of course that both are ordinary and necessary.
It should be noted, the IRS has yet to issue formal guidance on the treatment of website development costs. However, informal internal guidance suggests one appropriate approach is to treat those costs
like an item of software, and depreciate them over three years.
The increased popularity of marketing via social media has been recognized in our tax laws and considered advertising
expenses claimed as a tax deduction in the year paid or incurred.
Consider a few examples:
. Google AdWords™ used to attract new customers or clients instantly; a simple campaign can be setup in minutes and
display search results within a couple of hours.
. Pay-per-click (PPC) campaigns. While AdWords, like the other Internet marketing and advertising expenses, the cost
for a PPC campaign also falls within the miscellaneous advertising section of the drilling operation’s tax return.
. Facebook, Twitter, and display ad campaigns.
. Costs for hiring an agency to conduct any of these campaigns.
. On-Page and Off-Page Search Engine Optimization (SEO) - basic and ongoing. SEO campaign results are a longterm campaign to keep your website at the top of search engine result pages, but it takes time if it’s done properly.
Don’t forget old-fashioned goodwill advertising. If a contractor or his or her business is expected to benefit in some shape
or form from a promotional activity, the cost of institutional or goodwill advertising may be deducted because the motive is
usually to get the name of the contractor or the drilling business in front of the public.
If the website was purchased, the business is required to amortize the cost over a three-year period. Content or design
updates and ongoing maintenance are considered advertising and can be deducted the same year. It is a similar story for
hosting, domains, and other similar products which are usually deducted the same year.
It’s important to remember, every drilling establishment should always consult with a tax professional about what is and
is not deductible by their business. Keep documentation and detailed records of how things were used.

Mark

Mark E. Battersby may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Tales from the Field
by Jeremy C. Wire

Geoconsultants, Inc.

Remember the Statue
Some of the water well drilling projects we become involved in from time to time in our area are in wealthy districts,
T i m C o n n o r, C S P ( C e r t i f i e d
where owners of both large and small estates wish to have a
Speaking Professional) has
small-diameter irrigation well for their landscaping to replace,
given over 4000 presentations
or at least offset, the high charges for water supplied by a local utility. The limitations
for finding a location and drilling a well on these properties are often quite onerous;
in 25 countries on a variety of
and range from accommodating local jurisdictional requirements for setbacks from
sales, management, leadership,
scenic easements and/or existing utilities, to on-site conditions like avoiding damcustomer service communicaaging “heritage” trees, or accessing the location without breaking down existing
t
ion, and motivational topics.
paving-stone driveways with the heavy drilling equipment, or not ruining existing
90% of his business is repeat
landscaping. Quite often, these estates are being rebuilt with new structures, so a
promising well location based on existing site conditions turns out to be under a
engagements from previous
planned new swimming pool or tennis court, the location of which “can’t be moved”.
clients.
Once at work on a busy construction site, schedules of other contractors also workCall him and ask about his
ing at the site must be accommodated, often adding to delays in completing the well.
new client “Guarantee”.
One such project site involved most of the above conditions, and had sloping
topography with the well on a very tight location close to the property line at the top
of the slope. Some of the drilling equipment even encroached on the adjacent narrow, winding street. In addition, this site which was being reconstructed, also had
objects of very valuable art in the form of large life-size statues by the famous
French sculptor Auguste Rodin (1840-1917) any one of which would fetch at auction
an amount of money likely comparable to a “hefty” downpayment on a new drilling
704-875-1230
machine. Most of these statues had been moved out of harm’s way, stored in crates,
TimSpeaks4u@gmail.com
or otherwise protected. For some reason, probably due to the hazard of the nearby
TimConnor.com
slope, one particularly large statue remained very close to the drill site.
The drilling and completion of the 400-foot deep well went relatively smoothly,
without incident, considering the tight working conditions. Upon moving the rig
and before leaving the site, it was noted, upon close inspection, there was a slight
“nick” in the very smooth polished black surface near the base in the statue which
hadn’t been there before. The crew was very careful . . . how could this have happened? We will never know . . . possibly the end of a drill stem while being lifted
into the mast may have lightly struck the statue. We will also never know if this
new slight imperfection was ever discussed with the owner.
Many years later, this contractor still
Deadlines for November
drills wells on estates within these
issue: Space Reservation:
wealthy districts. When we learn of such
activity, and he describes the related difSeptember 25th
ficulties, we will innocently ask, “Do you
Display & Classified
remember the Rodin statue?”
Ad Copy: October 1st
His somewhat defensive reply is always the same: “Now you just be quiet,
that incident never happened. That’s just
an urban legend!” However, we know the “nick” did occur somehow during the
drilling operation.
So, if one of you contractors out there gets involved in a similar drilling project
with all its limitations, be sure your insurance policy is up-to-date, be careful, and
remember this tale of the statue.

Jeremy

Jeremy Wire may be contacted
via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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The Rise of the Mole Rat
Adapted from Information by
Atlas Manufacturing Ltd.

Is it possible to build an environmental sampling drill which can operate under an 8-foot
ceiling, fit through a 30-inch door, be powerful, and light enough to be carried by a helicopter?
A customer approached Atlas Manufacturing Ltd. asking this very question, and the answer
would lead to an innovative new drill. After looking at current units available, the company
undertook a research and development project through their mechanical design group.
After three years of development and testing at Atlas Manufacturing’s Canadian office
near Vancouver, British Columbia, the unit is now available. The patent is currently pending
for the drill unit nicknamed “Mole Rat”, which is a portable auger drill powerful enough for
the most demanding jobs and small enough to get to them.
This mighty monster has 2900 foot pounds (ft lbs) of
torque, 5600 lbs pulldown, and 7350 lbs pullback, along
with 3000 pounds per square inch (psi) of hydraulic pressure. It allows for soil sampling and drilling of monitoring wells in contaminated sites characterized by having limited access. The drill has a hydraulically powered rotary tophead drive,
and can be operated attached to the main power unit or remotely with hose extensions. Its
air swivel is equipped for use with Ring Bit and ODEX systems.
The Atlas Mole Rat’s height of less than eight feet allows drilling to be performed indoors,
while keeping the power unit outside and eliminating all indoor emissions. The unit can be
car-ried up and down stairs or walked through tight alleys. It can be operated and attached
to a miniexcavator, skidsteer, or hydraulic power unit. The company’s limited-access rigs
enable drilling in areas where a full-size truck would not be able to reach.
This unique drill adds diversity to Atlas Manufacturing’s line of products. The company
currently manufactures products for the oil, gas, water, construction, environmental, and mining industries. Most of the company’s Mole Rat sales have been in the Canadian market, but
they have two outlets in the United States in Spokane, Washington, and Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, as well as one in Perth, Australia.
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Tough Enough to be Pink

Adapted from Information by Bit Brokers International

Back in December 2016, Chester and Cliff Thomas of Bit Brokers International discussed how
the company could be more actively involved in philanthropic ventures. When considering what cause
or organization they wanted to be involved in, they both decided breast cancer is a terrible disease
which has affected everyone in some form. They felt a good way to bring attention to the cause would
be to paint their drill bits and reamers pink. October is officially Breast Cancer Awareness month, but
the Bit Brokers International Team wasn’t satisfied with supporting the cause for only one month, so they
went a different route.
Earlier this year, the company proudly introduced its “Drill Pink” series of bits, donating a portion of all profits
made from the series to Breast Cancer Awareness. “We have all had
someone affected by breast cancer. Bit Brokers International is doing
what they can to help the cause,” stated Cliff. The Drill Pink series includes PDC bits, PDC reamers, and roller cone reamers. “Our bits are
so tough, we can paint them pink!” Chester said.
Pink bits have been done during the month of October, but never
beyond one month at a time. Drill bits are painted many different colors,
but none are painted pink from the factory. “We want every customer
who gets their bits or reamers to see the pink and immediately think
breast cancer awareness. The pink bits and reamers have gone over
very well with customers. I think all of our customers who purchase pink
bits are happy they are contributing to a great cause just by making a
The WWDR camera caught up with the Bit Brokers Team, purchase they would have otherwise needed to make anyway,” said
proudly displaying their Drill Pink series of bits at the 2017
Tim Thomas.
CONEXPO-CON/AGG event.
Since 1988, the company has been able to serve customers in
every single U.S. state and in over 85 countries around the world.

"Drive away and pull a pump
on your way home!"
r
Call Fo
Pricing

Smeal 10T, 36' mast, sandline,
layout line, 2-spd, cathead,
remote control on a 15' flatbed.

TWO - 2017 Ford F-550's with
SEMCO S8,000's. One truck with
11' utility box (as shown) and
one with 11' flatbed. Crew cab,
4x4 diesel, 6-spd auto, S8,000
Hoist - 46' derrick ext, triple
line option, hot shift PTO (auto),
2-spd winch, sandline, hyd. oil
cooler, remote, aux. hyd. valve,
LED lights for mast.
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For S
ale

2000 Ford F-650, 7.3L Power
Stroke diesel, 93,000 miles, new
tires with a Smeal 10T, 36' mast,
sandline, layout line, 2-spd,
cathead, remote control.

2012 International 7400, 285hp
MaxxForce, 6 cyl. diesel, 10-spd,
185,000 miles, 15' flatbed with
a SEMCO S8,000, 40' mast, 2-spd
winch, hot shift PTO (auto), hyd.
oil cooler, light kit for mast, HD
bumper w/receiver hitch, (2) 96"
toolboxes.

888-909-9066 • www.specialtyrigs.com
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All Voltages are not Created Equal
by Britt Storkson

Owner, P2FlowLLC

A few weeks ago, I was explaining electrical control voltages to a friend of mine. Only later did I realize maybe he did
not understand different types of electrical voltages and why
we use them.
Voltage is one component of electric power, with the other
two being amperage (current) and resistance. A good analogy to
explain electricity and how it works is a water system. The typical water system
has pipes for containing and directing water. An electrical system uses wires to
contain and direct the flow of electrons.
Water “pressure” is the force required to push water through the pipe.
Similarly, electrical voltage is the “pressure” needed to push electrons through a
wire. The flow of electrons is amperage, with gallons per minute being a similar
flow rate for water. The water pipe is a resistance to the flow of water (friction
against the walls of the pipe) just like the electrical resistance of the wire limits the
flow of electrons.
One must have voltage to have current (amperage), just as one must have
water pressure to push the water through the pipe to wherever we want it to go. If
we don’t have water pressure, we won’t get any water out of the pipe. Likewise, if
we don’t have voltage, we don’t have amperage . . . no current flow. It is possible
to have voltage and no current, but it is not possible to have current without voltage.
Also like a water system pipe, the flow (gallons per minute) of water is the
same anywhere along the pipe, but the pressure is different at different points
along this same pipe. The water pressure at the source will always be greater than
the pressure at the destination under all flow conditions except for zero flow, where
the source and destination pressure will be equal (assuming the pipe is completely
level, in the case of water).

Open the Doorway to all the Event Photos during the
Alberta Water Well Drilling Association Convention.

To see all the photos from this event, go to:
media.worldwidedrillingresource.com/gallery/2017/AWWDA2017,
or click here.
Feel free to download at will and print the photo(s) of your choice.
Compliments of WorldWide Drilling Resource ®.

Photos are copyrighted and released for personal use only - no commercial use permitted.
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Atlantis Vault

• Self-Contained
• Simple installation
• Trouble-free operation
For more information call:
(270) 786-3010
or visit us online:
www.geothermalsupply.com

The same goes for electricity. If
there is no current (amperage) flow, the
voltage will be the same at the source,
as well as the destination. However
when there is current (amperage) flow,
the voltage will be different at different
points along the wire/cable. When current flows, the destination voltage will
always be lower than the source voltage. How much lower depends on the
source voltage and conductor, plus load
resistance values. Resistance limits
voltage, which also limits the current.
In electronics, there is another use
for voltages, called control voltages. It’s
a very low-current voltage called a “signal”. Control voltages are usually
between 0 and 5 volts DC (direct current). All sensors output a voltage
called a voltage “signal”. The microprocessor “reads” this signal (measures
the voltage) and, depending on the voltage value and the microprocessor program, comes up with a “real-world”
value to be used in the computations.
The sensor voltage output value is
defined by whoever makes the sensors.
Pressure sensors come in
Storkson cont’d on page 32.
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Producing Oil with
Microwaves

,'<

Compiled by the Editorial Staff of
WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

There is an estimated 1.5 trillion
barrels of untapped crude oil in the
United States; however, there is one
? !+6/+7
problem preventing its recovery. This
? !+6/+7
? !+6/+7
massive amount of oil is contained in oil
? !+6/+7
shale, which is not to be confused with
? !+6/+7
shale oil. Oil shale is a solid organic
? !+6/+7
material found in shale rocks, so it’s not
exactly oil until the oil shale is heated to
extremely high temperatures. The problem
<
/3+6
has been reaching the high temperatures
<
/3+6
<
<
/3+6
needed
in an effective and environmen<
<
/3+6
<
tally safe way.
<
/3+6
<
Using microwaves to extract fossil
<
fuels in shale rock has been studied
6/)+7 !9(0+)8 "4 .'3-+ %/8.498 48/)+
!@
@
since the 1980s, but Peter Kearl, chief
technology officer and cofounder of
Qmast in Colorado, is pioneering the use of microwave technology. During his tenure as a research scientist at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Kearl was the project manager for the High Power Microwave Program working on innovative methods
using technology to remove hydrocarbon. His approach would be to microwave the
oil shale formations with a beam as powerful as 500 household microwave ovens,
which would liquify and release the crude oil without adverse effects to the environment. While the beam would only heat an area within 80 feet of the wellbore, one
microwave stimulated well, which would be drilled in formations about 1000 feet
thick, could pump nearly 800,000 barrels of oil.
To microwave the oil shale, Qmast plans to lower a 2.45-gigahertz emitter into
the ground, which would function basically like a supercharged oven. New
microwave antenna
technologies have
started emerging to
create, steer, and stabilize the beam in a way like never
before. The interesting trick to the process is the porous
rocks themselves don’t heat up when nuked; instead, only
the water trapped in the pores will be boiled. Any hydrocarbons mixed in with the boiling water will then be heated and
liquified, and as the water turns to steam, everything will flow
through the cleared pores to be collected at the surface.
Qmast plans to have their first microwave systems deployed
this year, and producing by the end of the year.
The pumping cost per well currently stands at about
nine dollars, which is about two dollars more than conventional wells. Fortunately, there are multiple applications to
using microwaves, which does increase the chances of success in the future despite the current expense differential.
For instance, microwave technology can clean up clogged
wells, and unblock shale oil deposits where water has prevented the oil from flowing to the wellbore. These old wells
as Kearl said, “could effectively be rehabilitated by
microwave heating,” which would produce more oil from
existing wells. Microwave extraction doesn’t only yield oil but
drinkable water as well, so the combination of oil and water
by-product makes the technology unique and desirable.
? /2+ '6* /3+6
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The “Idiots” Corner
by “Billy Bob Smith”

“Definition of stupid (idiots) - knowing the truth, seeing the
truth, but still believing the lies.”
~Anonymous

The sky is falling, the sky is falling. We are all going to
die because of global warming. The earth is flat - this I
know. There has been so much hoopla about truth, lies,
fake news, etc. - I thought it was time to give you my two cents

New & Used Bits,
HDD Bits & Tools,
Drag Bits & Wings,
Bolt-On Drag Bits,
Reverse Circulation
Tools, Hole Openers,
Claw Bits, Stabilizers, Subs,
Custom Tooling & Welding,
Hammer Bits, Drill Collars,
Pipe Wipers, and Drill Pipe.

on this very topic.
So, I ask you, what is true and what isn’t? Life tells me idiots believe anything
and everything. Why? Well for starters, they are idiots. Want a second reason?
They can’t handle the truth.
“Truth, you CAN’T handle the truth.” Remember this line from A Few Good
Men? No? It’s a great movie with Tom Cruise and Jack Nicholson. Sorry, back to
the topic.
What is true and what isn’t? Why do so many people believe things which are
not true? Haven’t a clue, but I’ll bet there are a few things you think are true that
Office: (661) 834-4348
aren’t. Heard it and it made sense. Heard it and you never gave it a second
thought. So, does believing things that are not true are - really matter? Impact your
Rod Henderson / Eran Henderson
life? Don’t have all day to discuss this, so let me give you a few examples and you
661-201-6259 • 661-330-0790
decide. First a few silly ones: Bananas grow on trees. Humans have five senses.
sales@bitcobits.com
Chameleons blend into their surroundings. You should drink eight glasses of water
every day. Cracking your knuckles leads to arthritis. The “5 Second Rule”. A toilet’s
www.bitcoinc.us
flush will change direction depending upon which hemisphere it is in.
How about a few more?
j Gladiators didn't kill each other as often as you might think. The most prized
fighters were worth a lot of money as trained entertainers and many lived very
long lives.
j Despite them being associated with Nordic raiders in popular culture, the
Vikings didn't wear horned helmets into battle. The 9th century Oseberg tapestry shows someone in a horned helmet, but either it's someone performing a ritual or it's supposed to be a god. It wouldn't
be a very practical thing to wear while cutting down unsuspecting English Christians with your sword.
j Christopher Columbus already knew - as did the ancient Greeks - the world was round. His voyages have been painted
as an attempt to prove to sceptical clergy and kings the earth was round, but this is largely thanks to Washington Irvine's
1828 biography of Columbus, which takes a few artistic licenses.
j The Salem trials in 1692 and 1693 were a grizzly affair, but despite the enduring image of witches being burned at the
stake, this didn't happen. Instead, most of the 20 people who were convicted and then killed were hanged. Many who
survived were simply imprisoned.
j There is a persistent, if somewhat
unlikely myth that Albert Einstein, one of
the most important scientific thinkers of
all, was bad at math. Not so: he was
brilliant from an early age.
j We only use 10% of our brains. Not
true.
j There is a dark side of the moon. Not
true.

Billy Bob

Contact him via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

The World of
Minerals
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will return next month
with Barite and Biotite!
SEPTEMBER 2017
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MacGyver’s Way . . .

Submitted by Teddy Bear Timber Corporation

This month is sponsored by Shakti Pumps USA LLC

Have you ever had those dang extension cords get knotted up and can't figure who, or how, or even what the heck happened?
Well, here is the cheapest way to stop that problem. Take an old five-gallon bucket. Drill a hole big enough for the male
end of the extension cord to come through. Then put the male end out of the hole (suggest the hole be close to the bottom of
bucket on the side). You can tie a square knot in it to stop it from pulling out the bottom. Then start putting the cord inside the
bucket by making a circle. Now, put the female end on top. Next time you need a cord, just get the bucket "o" cord and plug
the male end into the outlet, set your bucket down, and pull the female end to your work station. No more knots.
About Shakti Pumps
The Shakti saga dates back to the year 1982. Like every other beginner, we too had a humble beginning, weighing
every opportunity, making the best of whatever came our way. But we had a dream that was big, a restless urge
to grow, and a determination that was as strong as steel. We wanted to be recognized as one of the most renowned
names in the manufacture of stainless steel submersible pumps, and we did it. Shakti is among the few pioneers
in the world to produce 100% stainless steel submersible pumps and motors. Today, Shakti is rubbing shoulders
with the best brands in the world thanks to state-of-the-art technology and innnovation as its hallmarks.
Want to read more? http://www.shaktipumps.us/aboutus.php
Call Ashish Rathi, National Sales Manager, Shakti Pumps USA LLC 602-327-4306 ~ E-mail ashish@shaktipumps.com

Have you been caught in a pickle? Behind the 8 ball? And had to fix something quickly? Share your MacGyver solution with the world e-mail to MacGyversway@worldwidedrillingresource.com OR if you would like to sponsor this feature column, call 850-547-0102.

Expectations
by Tim Connor

Everyone today seems to be in a rush to go somewhere else. They can't wait to graduate from college,
get married, start a new position or career, go on vacation, or get home from vacation. Can't wait for
Friday, Monday, summer, winter, or the “big game”. Life is lived in the NOW. People who are impatient
tend to live in the future. You cannot rush the timetable of the universe. If you try, you will live with frustration, anxiety, and stress. Ultimately, things happen when they are ready. Only an idiot would plant his
or her garden on a sunny Saturday in May, and expect results on Sunday morning. I can just hear this individual now, "Grow plants, grow. Hurry up and grow!" All things take time. Some take more time than others. Some things
take a lifetime, while others take years to reach maturity, fulfillment, or success.
One of the biggest causes of frustration and disappointment in life is the unrealized expectations of what life should give
you and doesn't. It never will give you everything you want when you want it, so relax. You can never be happy attached to the
expectation or outcomes you have in life.
To manage your expectations means you understand life is just what it is. Yes, you can set goals, plan, work, and hope;
but in the end, although these would seem to make sense, life just doesn't always cooperate. We are all learning every day,
either by accident, design, or on purpose, but we are all learning what life
wants us to learn NOW. So why not just
flow with what is and learn to accept it all
as a part of your unique journey
through life? I don't mean you should
become a vegetable, but fighting only
adds to your frustration.
Open the Doorway to all the Event Photos during the
In His service,

Tim

To receive Tim’s weekly FREE motivational booster articles, contact him
at www.timconnor.com with “please
add me to your free booster e-mail
subscriber list” in the subject line.
Or contact him via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Texas Alliance Expo & Annual Meeting.

To see all the photos from this event, go to:
media.worldwidedrillingresource.com/gallery/2017/TA17,
or click here.

Feel free to download at will and print the photo(s) of your choice.
Compliments of WorldWide Drilling Resource ®.

Photos are copyrighted and released for personal use only - no commercial use permitted.
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Healing Rigs with The Rig Doctor’s
Adapted from Information by The Rig Doctor’s

In 1991, Fred McAninch saw an opportunity for field
service as customers were losing these much-needed
services, which he had provided as district sales and service manager for GEFCO. After starting The Rig Doctor’s, the service McAninch provided
expanded into parts services, and has since grown into what it is today.
The need for field and shop repair services turned into a great requirement, including
remounts-component, rebuild repairs, and even total rig restorations at times. Providing
hard-to-get parts was also a large part of the business because McAninch knew how to
acquire them and wasn’t focused on any specific brand. The company aids the drilling industry by making the drill unit much
safer during operation, and McAninch has also given many safety instruction seminars and demonstrations for the units over the
years. McAninch has won many awards, such as the National Ground Water (NGWA) Speaker Award, Michigan Ground Water
Association Distinguished Service Award, and Kentucky Ground Water Association Distinguished Service Award, as well as
giving the NGWA McEllhiney lecture.

WWDR photo of Fred and wife Joan
at a recent event.

The company is involved in many
countries, including but not limited to
the United States, Canada, all countries in Africa and South America, as
well as New Zealand, Australia, Russia,
France, and England. Currently
McAninch doesn’t travel to do field
service repair as a whole; instead, he
services, repairs, and rebuilds in his
shop. He can pick up the components
and return them, but working in the
shop where everything is in one central
location makes the servicing much easier.
McAninch said, “I am getting ready
to turn 73. So I have actually cut back
on a lot of things I used to do. Our 50year wedding anniversary is coming up.
So we are taking a long honeymoon in
Hawaii. I enjoy this work I do so much,
with all the wonderful people all over
the world.”

Directional drilling will be
the Editorial Focus for our
November issue.

Have an article idea? Submit it to
us today.

Call Bonnie at 850-547-0102
or e-mail bonnie@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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The UnComfort
Zone II

by Robert
Evans Wilson, Jr.

Power vs.
Justice ~ Politics
get dirty even when it’s trivial
After observing the power politics
inside the parties of both Democrats and
Republicans over the past two election
cycles, I am reminded of when I was first
introduced to the blood sport. It was just
a few months after I graduated high
school . . . My phone rang in the late
afternoon on a fall day. The chairman of
the election committee for the Student
Government Association (SGA) was
calling. He said, “It’s 5 p.m.: the deadline
for turning in expense reports, and I
haven’t received yours.”
“Oh,” I replied, “I didn’t think I needed to provide one because I didn’t spend any money.”
I was just a few weeks into my freshman year in college, and decided to run for class president. I had enjoyed student
government so much in high school, I wanted to continue the experience into college. I was paying my own way through college, so I didn’t have money to run a campaign. I got together with two friends, and we made eight or ten signs using the
backs of old poster boards, pasted on cut-outs from magazines and comic books, and wrote some silly sayings we thought
would make people laugh. Mostly I just asked people to vote for me.
“That doesn’t matter,” continued the SGA Election Chair, “You still have to file
Wilson cont’d on page 50.
a report with zero as the total. You can be disqualified if you don’t turn one in.”

Armstrong Machine Co. Inc.
201 SW 7th Street • Pocahontas, IA 50574 USA
712-335-4131 ~ 24 Hours 7 Days a Week • Fax: 712-335-4565
Watts: 800-831-4527 USA & Canada (8AM to 4PM Monday-Friday)
See our Web Page: www.armstrongmachine.com
Email Address: amci@armstrongmachine.com
Rebuilt Mud Pumps

4½x6 Gaso Duplex...................................CALL FOR PRICE
4½x6 Oilwell Duplex.................................CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 4½x8 PA-8 Triplex..........CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 5x6 Duplex.....................CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 5x10 Duplex...................CALL FOR PRICE
Gaso 5x10 Duplex....................................CALL FOR PRICE
WE HAVE OVER 300 PUMPS IN STOCK

We Pay Cash for Surplus Mud Pumps.
Special or Obsolete Parts Made to Order.

We Have a Variety of Pumps and Power Units in Stock.
Brand New Pumps In Stock

We Have a Variety of Brands of
Mud Pump Parts in Stock.

Nitrate Coated Premium Liner

5x6 Gardner Denver...........................$230.00
5x8 & 5x10 Gardner Denver...............$250.00
5½x8 & 5½x10 Gardner Denver..$275.00
7½x8 & 7½x10 Gardner Denver.........$450.00

Rods Heat-Treated & Chromed

5x6 Gardner Denver...........................$103.00
5x8 & 5½x8 Gardner Denver..............$121.00
5x10 & 5½x10 Gardner Denver.........$121.00
7½x8 Gardner Denver........................$121.00
7½x10 Gardner Denver......................$121.00

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Grout Pump

Gardner Denver 4x5 TEE Triplex................CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 5½x5 TEE Triplex.............CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 4x5 or 4½x5 Duplex..........CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 5x6 Duplex.......................CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 5x6 Air Drive Duplex.........CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 5x8 Duplex.......................CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 5½x8 Duplex....................CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 7½x8 Duplex....................CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 7½x10 Duplex..................CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 5½x5 THE Triplex=.....=CALL FOR PRICE
Gardner Denver 5x8 PAH Triplex==...=..CALL FOR PRICE
Hydraulic Grout Pump 5”...........................................$4400.00
Hydraulic Grout Pump 6”...........................................$4900.00
Hydraulic Grout Pump 7½”.....................................$10,500.00
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Ronnie’s Real World

Founded in 2003, WorldWide Drilling Resource, Inc. begins its 15th year surrounding the world
with valuable drilling information and assisting our subscribers not only by providing information on new
technology, educational avenues for all aspects of drilling, direct contact to locate equipment, services,
and products to complete their jobs on a daily basis; but also with ways to sell their own services, products, and equipment in a unique and family-friendly manner.

Its founders had history within the drilling industry, and made every effort to ensure this magazine maintains its easy-to-follow format, provides enjoyable content – yet be informative in every aspect possible - insuring WorldWide
Drilling Resource ® serves the drilling industry in a professional manner. The friendly WWDR Team seeks only to help, never
to hinder, the continued success of those we serve.
I will never forget the first event I went to with Doc and Yvonne, before I ever
dreamed of being where I am today. This photograph, taken many years ago, was on
one of those very first trips. It used to be said, of car salespeople, if it ever gets into
your blood, you are hooked and will never be happy anywhere else. Well I can certainly testify to that with this drilling industry and publishing this magazine. That hook is a
tough one! There was one thing Doc and I, and many who have been a part of this
magazine over the past 14 years have in common, “we have never met a stranger”.

Yvonne and Doc Faison and me! circa 1996.
Always laughing! Fun times!

The years have gone by quickly, WorldWide Drilling Resource ® has matured and become a tremendous resource the
world over. Each of us here - now 11, know we have a duty to ensure you receive the very best we have to offer. And it is our
guarantee you will.

Not many industry (nonassociation related) publications support industry functions the way WorldWide Drilling Resource,
Inc. has throughout its history. We believe the interaction between the WWDR Team and associations (local, state, national,
and international) is vital for the total success and growth of our drilling industry. Education is of utmost importance and
WorldWide Drilling Resource, Inc. supports scholarship auctions, providing items, as well as purchasing items at such
events. AND, WWDR takes the odd cents from advertisements placed in the magazine, online, etc., and deposits them in a
scholarship fund in hopes of one day being able to provide those funds to send drilling family members to seminars and
schools wherever they may be.
Did you know how important your advertisement and editorial placements in WorldWide Drilling Resource ® each month
really are? You are helping us bring this valuable resource into your truck, office, or home. We thank you sincerely and will
continue to provide you Solid Gold Service ~ with a Smile!™

This truly is, Ronnie’s Real World . . . and it makes me VERY HAPPY.
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WorldWide Drilling Resource® is proud to be a member of these associations.

Alaska Miners Association
Phone: 907-563-9229 Fax: 907-563-9225
ama@alaskaminers.org
www.alaskaminers.org
Alaska Water Well Association
Tel: 907-562-2312 Fax: 907-562-5971
www.alaskawaterwellassoc.org
Alberta Water Well Drilling Association
Tel: 780-386-2335
awwda@xplornet.com

American Exploration and Mining Assn.
Phone: 509-624-1158 Fax: 509-623-1241
info@miningamerica.org
www.miningamerica.org
American Ground Water Trust
Tel: 603-228-5444 Fax: 603-228-6557
trustinfo@agwt.org
www.agwt.org
Arizona Water Well Association
admin@azwwa.org
www.azwwa.org

Arkansas Water Well Contractors Assn.
Tel: 501-282-6779
tashad@cei.net
www.awwca.com
Atlantic Water Well Association
Tel: 888-242-4440 Fax: 902-435-0089
nsgwa@ns.aliantzinc.ca • www.nsgwa.ca
Australian Drilling Industry Association
adia@adia.com.au
Black Hills Chapter of the ISEE
President: Doug Hoy
www.bitwconference.org

British Columbia Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 604-530-8934 Fax: 604-530-8934
secretary@bcgwa.org • www.bcgwa.org
California Groundwater Association
Tel: 916-231-2134 Fax: 916-231-2141
cga@groundh2o.org
www.groundh2o.org

Empire State Water Well Drillers Assn.
Tel: 315-339-8960 Fax: 315-339-8960
sue@nywelldriller.org
www.nywelldriller.org
Florida Ground Water Association
850-205-5641 Fax: 850-222-3019
djessup@executiveoffice.org
www.fgwa.org

Georgia Assoc. of Ground Water Prof.
Tel: 678-646-0369 Fax: 678-646-0379
bruce@brucewidener.com
www.georgiadrillers.com

Illinois Assn. of Groundwater Prof.
Tel: 815-973-3000 Fax: 877-434-9047
info@iagp.org www.iagp.org
Indiana Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 888-443-7330 Fax: 765-231-4430
ingroundwater@gmail.com
www.indianagroundwater.org
Iowa Water Well Association
Tel: 515-243-1558 Fax: 515-334-1164
staff@iwwa.org • www.iwwa.org

Kansas Ground Water Association
Tel: 620-548-2669 Fax: 620-548-2369
www.kgwa.org
Kentucky Groundwater Association
Tel: 270-247-6658 Fax: 270-251-3004
kygwa@bellsouth.net
Louisiana Ground Water Association
Tel: 225-744-4554
www.lgwa.org

Massachusetts Ground Water Association
Tel: 508-240-1000 Fax: 508-240-1003
info@mgwa.net
www.mgwa.net
Michigan Ground Water Association
Tel: 855-225-6492 Fax: 614-898-7786
www.michigangroundwater.com
Minnesota Water Well Association
Tel: 800-332-2104
www.mwwa.org

Colorado Water Well Contractors Assn.
Tel: 303-759-2294 Fax: 303-757-0158
ExecDir@cwwca.org
www.cwwca.org

Missouri Water Well Association
Tel: 314-974-6992
Mwwa.MoWaterWellAssociation@yahoo.com

Concrete Sawing & Drilling Association
Tel: 727-577-5004
russell@csda.org
www.csda.org

National Drilling Association
Tel: 877-632-4748
Fax: 216-803-9900
www.nda4u.com

Connecticut Water Well Association
Tel: 203-272-3077 Fax: 203-250-7199

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Montana Water Well Drillers Association
Tel: 406-686-3168
www.mwwda.org

National Ground Water Association
Tel: 800-551-7379 Fax: 614-898-7786
www.ngwa.org
Nebraska Well Driller Association
Tel: 402-476-0162
lee@h2oboy.net
www.nebraskawelldrillers.org

New Hampshire Water Well Assn.
www.nhwaterwell.com

New Jersey Ground Water Association
info@njgwa.org www.njgwa.org
New Zealand Drillers Federation, Inc.
www.nzdrillersfederation.co.nz

North Carolina Ground Water Assn.
Tel: 919-876-0687 elaine@execman.net
www.ncgwa.org
North Dakota Well Drillers Association
Tel: 701-567-4126
ndwda@outlook.com
Northern Plains Chapter of the ISEE
President: Billy Obermire
Tel: 307-689-0050
www.bitwconference.org

Nova Scotia Ground Water Association
Tel: 888-242-4440 Fax: 902-435-0089
nsgwa@ns.aliantzinc.ca • www.nsgwa.ca
Ohio Water Well Association, Inc.
Tel: 937-278-0308 Fax: 937-278-0317
www.ohiowaterwell.org
Oklahoma Ground Water Association
Tel: 405-209-6482
info@okgroundwater.org
www.okgroundwater.org

Ontario Groundwater Association
Tel: 519-245-7194 Fax: 519-245-7196
ogwa@ogwa.ca
www.ogwa.ca

Pennsylvania Ground Water Association
Tel: 814-933-8714
roseann65@comcast.net
www.pgwa.org
Rhode Island Ground Water Association
Tel: 508-562-0569
info@rigwa.org www.rigwa.org
South Atlantic Well Drillers “JUBILEE”
Tel: 855-987-7469 Fax: 850-222-3019
kgordon@executiveoffice.org
www.jubileewatershow.com
More Associations on next page.
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South Carolina Ground Water Association
Tel: 803-356-6809 Fax: 803-356-6826
scgwa@sc.rr.com www.scgwa.org
South Dakota Well Drillers Association
Tel: 605-734-6631
Tennessee Water Well Association
Tel: 865-761-4363
info@tnwaterwellassociation.org

Texas Alliance of Energy Producers
Tel: 940-723-4131 Fax: 940-723-4132
joannb@texasalliance.org
www.texasalliance.org

Utah Ground Water Association
Tel: 801-541-7259
www.utahgroundwater.org

Virginia Water Well Association
Tel: 804-387-8395 Fax: 804-302-7978
info@vawaterwellassociation.org
www.vawaterwellassociation.org

West Virginia Water Well Drillers Assn.
Tel: 304-636-6025 Fax: 304-636-0231
framedrilling@frontier.com

Wisconsin Water Well Association
Tel: 608-326-0935 Fax: 608-326-0966
info@wisconsinwaterwell.com
www.wisconsinwaterwell.com
Women In Mining
866-537-9694
wim@womeninmining.org
www.womeninmining.org

Wyoming Water Well Association
Tel: 307-267-3806
wywaterwell@gmail.com
www.wywaterwell.org

Texas Ground Water Association
Tel: 512-472-7437 Fax: 512-472-0537
drobbins@twca.org www.tgwa.org

WorldWide Drilling Resource® is proud to be a member of these associations.

a lot of different “flavors” with different voltage outputs. One common output type is a 15 volt full-scale output. It means, if you have a 0-100 psi, full-scale sensor and it “sees”
0 psi, it outputs 1 volt. If this sensor sees 100 psi, it outputs 5 volts. Everything in between is
proportional to this range. So if the sensor outputs 3 volts, it means it sees 50 psi because 3 volts is halfway between 1 and 5
volts.
We use 1 volt to represent a “0 psi” condition instead of 0 volts because we need to know if the sensor is connected or disconnected. A disconnected sensor would read 0 volts, whereas a connected sensor with 0 psi pressure reading would read 1 volt,
telling us it’s there and working properly. There are other ways to detect a disconnected sensor, but this way is simple, reliable,
and requires minimal “overhead”.
So we use the microprocessor to “accept” information in the form of a variable voltage from various sources, such as sensors,
and make decisions based on the information received. This also works the other way around, where the microprocessor can also
output variable voltages to convey information to other devices. One good example of this is using a microprocessor-generated
voltage to control a variable frequency drive (VFD).
Similarly, if the VFD has a 1-5 volt input, it means 1 volt equals 0 motor speed and 5 volts equals full motor speed. With the
motors I use, most of the time full motor speed is 3600 rpm (revolutions per minute). Likewise, if we want the motor to turn at half
of full rpm (1800 rpm), we put 3 volts on the appropriate VFD input and program the VFD to accept a 1-5 volt full-scale output from
an external source. This voltage can be changed at any time, and changed very quickly to respond to different conditions.
All computers work on sensing various voltage levels. With the sheer numbers and variety of computers around
nowadays, it’s obviously a tried and true
technology which works very well.
Storkson cont’d from page 23.

Britt

Britt Storkson may be contacted
via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com

WWDR will
continue to cover
the Frequently-Used
geological Terms next
month!
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Through the Back Door!
by Jim Kuebelbeck

Unable to explain how certain, sometimes uneducated and
illiterate early pioneers and homesteaders were able to sense
underground water sources from the surface, U.S. geologists
began to refer to water finders as “water witchers”. The derogatory term has become a part of American vocabulary.
Never could I have imagined I would be doing something
today I once ridiculed as “mental delusion” or “foolish anecdotal folklore”. Growing up
on a farm in rural Minnesota in the 1940s, I had heard many of the often-embellished
stories about old-time water finders who supposedly were able to somehow sense the
presence of underground water sources. Not only had some of these early water finders claimed such abilities, but many even claimed to be able to determine the depth of
the subsurface water source as well!
My ingrained belief system at the time did not allow for the possibility any human
could possibly know or sense anything below the surface of the earth. Because of my
so-called scientific background and inborn skepticism of anything unexplainable, my
main initial interest in the practice of water dowsing was to attempt to discredit and
debunk the many unbelievable stories I had heard. How wrong I was. I was subsequently forced to admit I wasn’t as smart as I assumed. Somewhere along the way, this
sly fox was eaten by the chickens!
How this all came about is far too lengthy for the contents of a monthly magazine,
however. Without going into my own theories about the whys and wherefores of this
fascinating human faculty, I will simply say: I happen to be a water dowser. My wife
works with me; and using the dowsing methods we developed over the years, we have
been able to help many hundreds of desperate landowners in their search for satisfactory groundwater sources. During this time, we have often located water sources for
skeptical geologists and hydrogeologists as well, who were unable to locate groundwater sources on their own properties by what they referred to as “more conventional”
methods. It has been most interesting, however, to discover (for fear of ridicule) many
of these geologists and hydrogeologists seldom share their successful water dowsing

experience with their colleagues! On
more than one occasion, after successfully locating a satisfactory water supply on
their properties, I have been told, “But
Jim, you can’t prove you’re actually finding streams of underground water.” When
I would then ask how they accounted for
the fact I was able to locate good quality
groundwater sources right in the midst of
numerous dry holes, and sometimes contaminated wells, if indeed what I am able
to sense are not “well-defined” satisfactory groundwater sources, they have been
at a loss for words.
We now work with a growing number
of well drilling professionals, realtors,
building contractors, private landowners,
and clients within both the public and private sector. Our work is not only satisfying, we get to meet some of the greatest
people in the world as well. (No pun
intended)
The statements and comments in this
article are based on information and references believed to be true and factual. If you
have any questions or comments, please
forward them to me in care of WWDR.
WWDR

Jim

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

michele@

worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Serving the Industry’s
Need for Packers
Adapted from Information by
Aardvark Packers LLC

Time for a Little Fun!

Can you identify which ads in this
issue these two photos came from?
In 1968, Aardvark Packers was
started by Gerald Sweeney and the
Sweeney Family. Mike Craig, Shawn
Cong
ratulations to:
Congratulations
F o s t e r, O l l i e E r d m a n , a n d D e n n y
McBreen are just a few of the people
Uldi
ansons
Uldiss JJansons
who were instrumental in building the
Lakewood, CO
early Aardvark Corporation. The company had many patents when it began, and
Winner for August!
several of these products are still in use
today, such as the F-480 flush joint
Win a prize! Send your
thread design for PVC, Tigre Tierra
completed puzzle to:
packers, casing drivers, and the
WWDR PO Box 660
Aardvark namesake - the first horizontal
August Puzzle Solution:
drilling rig.
Bonifay, FL 32425
Drilling Equipment Sales, Inc.
Aardvark specializes in the supply
or fax to: 850-547-0329
Hardface Technologies
and manufacturing of packers for the
civil construction, environmental, and
mining industries. They offer many options, including inflatable packers, customized environmental packers, wireline packers,
as well as straddle, well, and borehole. Pressure grouting and zone isolation are a couple of the company’s most popular
markets. Their goal is to provide the best manufactured products using proven quality control
measures.
The company aids the mining industry by manufacturing grouting and water control packers,
pressure grouting packers, mechanical packers, and associated problem solvers for both surface
and underground mining applications. For the environmental industry, Aardvark has smaller packers designed to fit a submersible sampling pump, which can be used to replace nested wells to
isolate the lower part of a monitoring well, allowing reduced water volumes to be purged prior to
sampling. The packers designed for the construction industry can be built based on the specific
needs of Aardvark’s clients. They can use larger ID (inside diameter) center tubes for maximum
grout flow, and grout scraping wiper seals to help with smooth operation, along with a complete
inventory of parts and accessories.
Aardvark products are shipped worldwide with two distributors in the United States on the east
and west coast. One major ongoing project the company serves is the water reservoir at the
Calaveras Dam in California where Aardvark’s client has been pressure grouting the surrounding
Dave Baca has been with
formation to Aardvark Packers since 1986.
support the
dam and footings by stabilizing the soil.
The company has supplied grout packers in abundance to the site since 2011.
The company currently utilizes a
3400-square-foot shop in Grants Pass,
Oregon, which has four CNC (computer
numerical control) mills, two CNC
lathes, several machine lathes, mills,
and a host of other precision quality
control testing tools. They also utilize
the latest in CAD (computer-aided
design) software to aid in the design
stages of custom packers and other
related tools.
Aardvark provides honesty, integrity, and will not settle for just adequate
customer service. They are committed
to providing the service and products
the industry needs to help make jobs go
smoothly.
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Best Bit To The Bottom

Adapted from Information by Blast Hole Bit Company, LLC

Blast Hole Bit Company was founded in 2007, by David and L.D. Wagner. The
company began by making primarily drag bits for just a handful of drilling companies.
In the past ten years, Blast Hole Bit has provided service to hundreds of customers.
The company manufactures and sells PDC bits, drag bits, claw bits, tri-cone bits, PDC
hole openers, tri-cone hole openers, hammer bits, and sub adapters. They specialize
in PDC repair, with 10-25 bits refurbished every week!
For over 10 years, this family-owned and -operated business has been focused
on providing the best quality product with the best possible prices. Blast Hole bits are
rapid-penetrating and made from the finest materials available. Each Blast Hole
bit is turned in a lathe to ensure symmetry, and inserted with top quality U.S. carbides, which are all 3/16 inserts. The workmanship is superior. Every single bit at
Blast Hole Bit is inspected before being boxed and shipped to maintain the company’s high standard of quality. The Blast Hole Bit Team is compiled of experts in
the remanufacturing field, ensuring a quick turnaround time for all bits. The remanufactured bits are built with premium-grade steel and reinserted with brand new
carbides.
The company takes pride in their ability to help drilling contractors keep the
best cost per foot, not only on softer formations, but for more challenging drilling
conditions as well. They have helped the drilling community on several noteworthy
jobs, including the completion of Ball State University and Notre Dame University.
The WWDR camera caught up with
The goal at Blast Hole Bit Company is to give customers the very best quality
L.D. and David earlier this year in Texas.
product at a very competitive price. The company continues to introduce new products to remain a consistently improving company in the drilling business. Customer service is the perfect finishing touch to any
successful company. Blast Hole Bit Company greets all customers in a friendly and professional manner. “If we do not manufacture exactly what you are in the market for, we have the resources to get what you need to get the job done,” stated Mr.
Wagner.
Whether you are in the geothermal, water well, construction, mining, or oil and gas industry, for the best bit to the bottom,
look no further than Bast Hole Bit Company.

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Designed to Stand the Test of Time
Adapted from Information by Merrill Manufacturing Company

In 1948, Noel M. Anderson was working as a national sales manager for a
company in Des Moines, Iowa, which manufactured yard hydrants. In his travels
working with contractors and wholesalers, he developed several ideas to
improve on the performance of the yard hydrants the company was manufacturing. Although his employer wasn’t interested in the ideas, he knew he was
onto something, so he decided to establish his own company and see if he
could create a better hydrant - and he did.
Noel started Merrill Manufacturing Company in 1949 with his first
product, the AnyFlow® hydrant. Unique in design, the AnyFlow® is considered
one of the best built hydrants available.
This hydrant has a multipiece plunger which provides long life, and the
water flow control is built into the movement of the handle. No thumb screws,
cams, or fly wheels to deal with when wanting to change the water flow. Just
raise and lower the handle for easy operation year-round. Since 1949, there
have only been few modifications made, such as increasing the size of the handle to allow for someone wearing gloves to easily operate the hydrant, and
changing from cup leathers in the plunger to the close tolerance Krayton G®
cups used today.
If it is options you need, the
AnyFlow® provides those as well
with availability in bury depth’s
ranging from 1-10 feet; U.S.-made stand pipe of galvanized or stainless steel;
no lead, stainless steel, or traditional brass valve body; and either a standard
¾-inch, or for high-flow requirements, a 1-inch inlet.
Today the AnyFlow® is joined by the largest selection of yard hydrants available, for all your yard hydrant needs. Noel’s
dream 69 years ago came true when he created the highest quality yard hydrant in the industry.
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Thirty Years of Quality and Strength
Adapted from Information by Bor-It Mfg. Co., Inc.

Bor-It Mfg. Co., Inc. began production in May 1987. The company manufactures horizontal earth
boring machines, augers, cutting heads, and accessories at their location in Ashland, Ohio. Michael
Albers started Bor-It Mfg. after working as a sales manager for Richmond Mfg., which was a leader
in the development of this type of equipment.
For 30 years, Bor-It Mfg. has provided quality products to the drilling industry. The company
uses the highest grade material and components available to make equipment strong enough to
take on the toughest bores. The quality and strength of the company’s horizontal auger and underground boring machines, as well as their boring drills, has ensured many of the original machines are still out working all these
years later.
The company specializes in horizontal auger boring instead of the entire underground industry, which gives them the ability
to focus on what works best for the customer. Their full line of 4-72 inch diameter heavy-duty augers deliver long-lasting dependability, and are constructed with 1026 DOM (drawn over mandrel) tube for uniform wall thickness throughout the length of the
tube. They offer a combination of cutting, heavy-duty rock, flat face rock,
roller cone, and dirt-cutting heads,
which are all engineered to meet
demanding tolerances for specific applications. The company also keeps a
number of used equipment pieces in
stock, and have a rapid turnaround rate.

Michael Albers said, “Having been
in this industry since 1971, I've seen
and met a lot of manufacturers and end
users. When the owner of the company
I worked for decided to quit in 1987, I
elected to start Bor-It Manufacturing
using the designs that I felt would be
best utilized by you, the end user. I
wanted a product that was strong and
yet easy to work on if necessary. I also
wanted to use the best products available and yet keep it affordable. I think I
have accomplished these goals.”
Bor-It Mfg. sells products worldwide
using distributors for customers overseas. They are looking to expand distributorship throughout the world, along
with expanding their growth in more
regions. The company is proud to be in
their 30th year of business, and they
look forward to providing quality equipment for years to come.

The WWDR history
celebration continues
next month with more
great history articles.
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Education
Connection
Blasting
by: Academy of Blasting and
Explosive Technology
Rock Blasting & Overbreak Control
October 16-20 ~ Montville, OH
phone: 440-474-6700
www.academyblasting.com
Engine / Machinery Maintenance
by: Sullivan-Palatek, Inc.
Basic Industrial Air Compressor
Knowledge & Maintenance Skills
October 2-5 ~ Michigan City, IN
Advanced Industrial Air
Compressor Control Technician
October 9-11 ~ Michigan City, IN
phone: 219-874-2497
www.sullivan-palatek.com

by: National Ground Water Association
Solutions for Storing, Dispensing,
and Using Ethanol-Blended
Gasoline
October 24 ~ ONLINE WEBINAR
phone: 614-898-7791
www.ngwa.org
Foundations
by: Concrete Sawing & Drilling Assoc.
Slab Sawing & Core Drilling 101
October 9-10 ~ Portland, OR
phone: 727-577-5004
www.csda.org

groundwater / Water Well
by: National Ground Water Association
Conference on Fractured Rock
and Groundwater
October 2-3 ~ Burlington, VT
Fundamentals of Groundwater
Geochemistry
October 4-5 ~ Burlington, VT
Introduction to Organic
Groundwater Geochemistry
October 6 ~ Burlington, VT
phone: 614-898-7791
www.ngwa.org
by: Water-Right, Inc.
Water School
October 10-12 ~ Appleton, WI
phone: 920-739-9401
www.water-right.com

Irrigation
by: Rain Bird Academy
Training
October 9-13 ~ Tucson, AZ
October 30-Nov. 3 ~ San Diego, CA
phone: 800-498-1942
www.rainbirdservices.com
Mining
by: Colorado School of Mines
Project Management for Mining
October 18-20 ~ Golden, CO
phone: 303-279-5563
www.csmspace.com

Pipe
by: McElroy University
Small Diameter Troubleshooting
and Rebuild

October 2-4 ~ Tulsa, OK
Large Diameter Operator
Qualification
October 2-5 ~ San Jose, CA
Medium Diameter Troubleshooting
and Rebuild
October 4-6 ~ Tulsa, OK
Large Diameter Troubleshooting
and Rebuild
October 9-12 ~ Tulsa, OK
Polypropylene Socket, Outlet, and
Butt Fusion Operator Qualification
October 24-26 ~ Tulsa, OK
phone: 918-836-8611
www.mcelroy.com
by: Aries Industries, Inc.
Best Practices Workshop
October 16 ~ Waukesha, WI
phone: 800-234-7205
www.ariesindustries.com

Pumps
by: Franklin Electric
Irrigation / Industrial
October 17-18 ~ Wilburton, OK
phone: 800-348-2420
http://franklinwater.com/more/
training/franklintech-schedule/

by: Pentair
Ag & Industrial
October 31-Nov. 2 ~ Grand Island, NE
www.sta-rite.com/residentialpage_
classroom_training.aspx

by: Pile Driving Contractors Assoc.
and Pile Dynamics, Inc.
Seminar on Deep Foundation
Integrity Testing and
Wave Equation Analysis
October 11 ~ Cleveland, OH
High Strain Dynamic
Foundation Testing Workshop
October 12-13 ~ Cleveland, OH
phone: 216-831-6131
www.piledrivers.org
geothermal
by: International Ground Source
Heat Pump Association
Accredited Installer Workshop
October 18-20 ~ Stillwater, OK
phone: 405-744-5175
www.igshpa.org
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Pipeline vs Railway
Adapted from a Press Release
by the University of Alberta

According to a recent University of Alberta study,
pipelines are more environmentally friendly than rail
when hauling oil long distances. One researcher went
so far as to say it is probably the best way to export
Alberta’s oil.
Researchers in the Faculty of Engineering compared energy consumption in the construction and operation for both methods
and discovered pipeline transportation produced between 61-77% fewer greenhouse gas emissions than transporting by rail.
Professor Amit Kumar with the University’s department of mechanical engineering, and lead author on the study said,
“There’s not a lot of information out there based on fundamental science looking at all aspects of pipeline transportation, but we
looked at all the aspects.”
The findings come in the wake of federal approval for the contested Trans Mountain pipeline and for Enbridge’s Line 3. If
constructed, the pipelines will pump
nearly a million more barrels of oil a day
from Alberta’s oil sands to global markets.
With those volumes, pipelines would be
the lower emission option. “If you’re looking at shorter transportation distances
and smaller capacities, rail is probably
more efficient, but most of the crude and
bitumen exported from Alberta goes to
U.S. refineries, which are long distances
and at a large scale,” Kumar said.
The Trans Mountain pipeline is over
700 miles long and capable of pumping
up to 890,000 barrels per day. “If we have
to choose how we get Alberta oil to markets, pipelines are the way to go because
of the lower greenhouse gas emission
footprint. When you are looking at longer
distances, you have to be energy-efficient,
and a pipeline can transport much more oil
than a railroad can.”
Researchers used computer modeling
to run scenarios for both rail and pipeline
transport of bitumen and crude oil over a
wide range of capacities and distances,
while evaluating its energy use, as well
as greenhouse gas emissions for each
mode of transportation. “We looked at the
whole system over the life cycle,” said
Kumar. “We looked at how much energy
is put into manufacturing equipment and
components of the pipeline, and how much
energy is needed to transport a barrel of
bitumen. We took it all into account and
estimated the greenhouse gas emissions
over that life cycle.”
The same concept was applied to
construction and operation of railroad track,
tankers, and locomotives. Ultimately, it was
determined for amounts over 50,000 barrels
of bitumen per day, the pipeline mode
proved to be more efficient per unit. Kumar
also suggested greenhouse gas emissions
from pipelines can be further reduced if
they are pumped using hydroelectric power,
which is already being used by some
Canadian provinces including British
Columbia and Quebec.
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by Tim Rasmussen

I just returned from a visit to Guatemala to check on some things and try to establish an understanding of
what would be required of Water For Life (WFL) under the new regulations put in place after the scandal last year
in the government. The scandal resulted in the election of a new president, and involved the importation of
containers without proper duty being paid. The previous vice president is now in jail, as are several other officials.
The scandal and resulting changes have huge implications for WFL. I spoke with our accountant and others
in an attempt to learn how much WFL would be affected. The changes are significant and impact our work in Guatemala.
First, all assets of nonprofit entities such as WFL must be registered with the tax authority, SAT, and must be given a registration number. This mainly applies to vehicles.
Second, all payments to the government must be electronic. This means there must be new accounts set up in the name of
Water For Life, and these accounts must have a PIN associated with it. These accounts will be monitored by SAT, with monthly
reports filed by the accountant regarding these accounts.
Third, the new account must have U.S. dollars in it sufficient to demonstrate stability. I could not get the accountant to tell me
how much this would be. The best he would say is he would check with SAT and let us know.
Fourth, WFL would be required to document that nothing we imported would be sold. This includes material or services. It is
nothing new for us, but now apparently the scrutiny will be increased and the penalties for violations are seizure of assets of
equipment, along with criminal penalties.
As is normally the course of such things in Guatemala, if an allegation or suspicion of violation of law is raised, because the well-known
rule here in the U.S. of innocent until proven guilty has not been established in Guatemala, the government will take an action like
seizure until a person has established their innocence. Sounds like Guatemala is learning some of the lessons of the developed
countries, at least regarding money, but the other principles of legal procedures enjoyed by us have not yet become established.
I believe we can comply with these new requirements and, even though it will be more expensive for us to work, I am thankful
the Good Lord, who is in charge of this entire project and who has always given us a never-ending supply of just enough, will
continue to provide.
If you would like to help, contact Gary Bartholomew at 509-466-5075 or 509-939-1941

Tim

Tim Rasmussen may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Stay Out of the Water

Atlantic
Screen &
Mfg., Inc.

by Art Beatty

Antofagasta, Chile

This happened about 37 years ago. I was between jobs
and the president of Boyles Bros. called to ask if I would like
to go over to New Mexico, and I could take my wife. He said
one of my old foremen, Clyde, would be running the job, so I
• Well Rehab. Products
wouldn’t have any trouble getting him started. He said we
• Manholes
could take a brand new pickup; I could drive to Salt Lake, then to the jobsite. I said
• Bentonite
it sounded like a good deal, so we hopped in the truck and took off.
• Filter Sock
The company was required to have female helpers to train them to be drill
• Inline Chemical Mixers
operators. Clyde was kind of a ladies’ man and had a pretty female helping him. So
• Sampling Bailers
this was the crew.
One day, the clouds came in and boy they looked mean. In this area, flash
• Clear PVC Pipe
floods happen and the dry washes become rivers. I told my wife we would leave
• Locking Caps
early in hopes we could reach the crossing before the flood. Well, we didn’t make
it. When we got to the first big wash, it was really rough. I had a lot of experience
with that kind of water, and you don’t play with it. You just don’t cross it!
There was a pickup truck with the survey leader and his crew, and they came
over and asked if I was going to try and make it across. It was definitely not worth
Manufacturers of Slotted &
the trouble, and I said there was no way I was going to try it. So we were talking
Perforated Pipe ranging
and here came Clyde with his helper saying, “Hey Beatty, you getting old?” I told
from ½” to 24” diameter
him it was too rough for me, and he should stay put for an hour or two and let it die
down. He said no, he was going through it. The surveyor agreed he should stay put
too, saying he should listen to me since I had more experience.
Clyde was driving an old pickup truck that should have been retired, and he just
FAX: 302-384-0643
went right out in it, then started floating down the river! He kind of made a turn and
142
Broadkill
Rd. • Milton, DE 19968
it looked as if the truck was about to turn over. About halfway across, it appeared
www.atlantic-screen.com
as if it got hung up on something, and the
email: atlantic@ce.net
pickup was just rocking back and forth so
we thought it was going to turn over.
The surveyor got a big rock, tied it to a rope, and threw it out several times, but
it wouldn’t go far enough. I asked if he had some plastic surveyors tape, about and
inch wide. He did have some, so we tied a rock about the size and weight of a baseball to it. I asked which one of his crew played baseball, and one young husky guy
jumped up, saying he did. I asked him if he could throw it near the truck, letting the
tape float, so Clyde could grab the tape.
Hydraulic-Pneumatic tools in stock.
So he threw it about three-quarters of the way - right where I wanted it - and
Sizes 1” to 20”.
the current took the tape to the truck. Clyde tied the rope around the woman first,
and I said he needed to tie it around himself too. After Clyde said he could hold on
to the tape, the surveyor hollered at him to not be stupid again, and tie the rope
around himself.
The woman was able to keep her head up, but Clyde kept going down in the
Model 113HD
muddy water. So we pulled them out, and my wife put a spare blanket from our
All Hydraulic
pickup around the woman. She was really scared and in shock. Clyde was also
Sizes 1"-13"
shocked, it was a big event for him too by now. We put them in the pickup trucks
with the heat turned up high. We had just a little while - about half an hour or so until the water went down so we could cross.
So that’s how things used to go for me. They didn’t have strict rules back then.
Nowadays,
a mining company wouldn’t allow anyone to get close to that kind of
SALE
water
and
mud.
Mention this ad and

302-684-3197

receive sales discount.

2547 W Success Way
Emmett, ID 83617
(208) 365-3492 • Fax: (208) 365-3792
rauchmfg.com
rauchmfg@frontiernet.net
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Environmental Monitoring
by Thomas Kwader, Ph.D., P.G.

Tom

The Importance of a Quality Well
During the drilling of a well for a homeowner, a drilling
professional may encounter a lot of decisions which will be
made at his (or her) discretion.
During the decision-making process, ask yourself: What
would I do if this were a well for my family? Am I sure the last
joint we lowered into the hole was watertight? Most likely it will be alright and not
leak, but what if it does, and leaks “iron” water into the lower aquifer?
We should always do the best work, with good materials. An old saying goes
something like: “The price is long forgotten if the quality of the product endures
through time.” Unless you are picking up and moving your business every few
years and changing your name, it is very important you maintain a good reputation
and are remembered for delivering a quality product. One of the best ways of growing your business is to have previous customers recommend your company to
prospective new customers. It is true, good reputations do not spread very fast.
However, a bad reputation spreads quickly, fast, and far.
Sometimes it’s the little things you do which are remembered the longest, such as:
0 Cleaning up the drill site and placing sod around the well so the owner does not
need to cleanup after your crew.
0 Install quality parts, pipes, and pumps which will last for many years - with as little maintenance as possible.
0 If the well or pump fails, be quick to at least go see what the problem is. It may
be a very simple fix, or at least the owner knows you are working on it.
0 Follow-up soon after you have completed the well to be sure the well is meeting
the expectations of the owner.
0 Price the well to include all of the items mentioned above and still make a fair
profit. The extra amount paid for the well will not be remembered if the owner is
very pleased with the well and water quality.

Tom kwader may be contacted via e-mail to michele@worldwidedrillingresource.com

Evolving Alongside the Drilling Industry

Adapted from Information by Western Rubber & Manufacturing, Inc.

Western Rubber & Manufacturing, Inc. was started in 1977 by Charles Grantom, as
a custom rubber design and manufacturing plant for the oilfield industry. During this time,
the company’s main products were piston and replacement stripper rubbers. Over the years,
Western Rubber has grown to serve the oil, water, energy, and monitoring fields by supplying all
types of well development products and drill swivels.
As Grantom was nearing retirement age, he decided to sell Western Rubber. In 2000, two
employees, John E. Stroh, Jr. and Paul Eberhardt, bought the company. The two men had a vision
for how to grow the company, and have worked toward the goal of developing Western Rubber into
one of the premier suppliers of drilling products throughout the world.
Western Rubber has substantially increased their product line to the point they now offer a
complete stock of swivels, shale traps, pipe-wipers, mud pump parts, and other products for multiple drilling markets. With their rubber molding facility, modern CNC (computer numerical control)
equipped machine shop, in-house engineering, and knowledgeable employees, they can provide custom mold design and
production, rubber molding, swivel repair, custom swivel design and manufacturing, as well as technical assistance with problem water wells.
The company has received their ISO 9001:2008 certification. Although,
ISO standards have always been the procedure at Western Rubber, the certification highlights the dedication to new and current customers, while focusing
on the quality of every product leaving their facility.
Since the company began, Western Rubber has been dedicated to providing the best quality products at a fair market price. They strive to implement
knowledgeable technical service, great customer service, and product availability, which is required for today’s market and all
their customers around the world. In coming years, Western Rubber’s product lines will continue to grow as more products
are added, modified, or changed, depending on the needs of the drilling industry.
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Over 60 Years of Service to the Water Industry
Adapted from Information by Boshart Industries

Boshart Industries began in the home of Mel Boshart in Crosshill, Ontario, Canada, in 1955.
Mel began with pump installations and repairs for farm and residential uses. Mel's son Gary
joined the business in 1970, and in 1977, the company was renamed Mel Boshart and Son Ltd.
The installation business was sold in 1983, and the company relocated to Wellesley, to focus on the wholesale business.
The business quickly outgrew the Wellesley location and moved to Milverton in 1988, where the company is located today.
The company changed its name to Boshart Industries in 1992. In 2004, a 14,000-square-foot expansion was made to the
warehouse. By the company’s 50th anniversary in 2005, the business had grown to over 98,000 square feet and 85 employees.
In 2012, the company grew by acquiring Flomatic Valves, a leader in the foot and check valve market.
Boshart Industries manufactures the following items under their ‘Seal Well Products’ brand:
P Plastic Foot & Check Valves
P Rubber Flexible Couplings
P ABS Well Seals
P Sump Pump Check Valves
P Cable guards
P Swing Check Valve and Combination Ball / Swing Check Valves
P Plastic Air Volume Controls
P Poly, Nylon, & PVC Insert Fittings
P Yard Hydrants
P Torque Arrestors
Boshart Industries takes pride in offering a diversified product line that will meet and exceed both customer and contractor
expectations. They stock a broad range of quality products for the Water Well, Plumbing, Irrigation, Water Works, and Industrial
markets, selling to customers worldwide. Boshart Industries is a member of the following trade associations:
ASA - American Supply Association
NgWA - National Ground Water Association
WSC - Water Systems Council
CIPH - Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating
CWSC - Canadian Water Systems Council
Products are manufactured to stringent quality control standards and built to last. The company takes pride in developing
products to their own specifications. Boshart Industries has invested in quality control equipment, drafting, 3-D printing, alloy
analyzing, and leak/burst detection, to ensure customers receive top-quality products. Seal Well Products are manufactured
on-site in Milverton.
The Boshart Team is committed to providing the right product, at the right price, at the right time, in a courteous and professional
manner. The user-friendly website provides customers with a way to track orders, check stock, pricing, and even features training
videos.
Over the past 60 years, the company has gone from a home business, to a facility with over 100,000 square feet, and
more than 100 employees. The company has grown over the years, their commitment to excellence remains the same.
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Experience and
Innovation
are Key
Adapted from Information by
Heisey Machine Co., Inc.

Heisey Machine was established
in 1982, by Winston Heisey. He leased
WWDR photo of Elsie and Winston from
his first machining space in East
the 2007 New England Water Well Expo.
Petersburg, Pennsylvania, and made
mostly subs and adaptors. He had his first experience with drilling and machining
at the age of 21 working for Gill Rock in Lebanon, Pennsylvania. One day, a customer walked in and threw a flotation sub on the table and said, “Can you make
me something better for my rig?” So Winston set out to design a better floating
sub. He soon realized he needed his own shop and employees to fill it.
As time and the business progressed, an opportunity to buy another company presented itself. With this acquisition, the company would discover the
skills and abilities of their future General
Manager Mark Musante. With Winston's
knowledge of the drilling tools business
and Mark's experience in a true job shop
setting, they would expand the capabilities of Heisey Machine. Soon, Winston's
wife Elsie joined the Heisey Team as In the early years, Winston shared booth
space with his friend Steve Bowman
bookkeeper. Winston’s son Jeff has fond
of S.G. Bowman Enterprises.
memories of working with his father in
the early days, during summer break, after work, and on weekends.
Currently, the Heisey Machine Team includes Elsie and Winston’s daughterin-law Pam as business manager / sales; Adam, Ryan, and Walt are senior machinists;
and the newest member, trainee Dayton. The company also sponsors a machinist
trainee from the Thaddeus Stevens College of Technology, "Pork Chop" who is
part of the school’s Machine Tool and Computer-Aided Manufacturing program.
“I believe my
family played an
instrumental role
in the development
of the company
through their willingness to sacrifice and support
the risks involved
in starting my own
business. These
days, I believe the
employees have
created their own
WWDR photo from JUBILEE 2006.
Heisey Family and
work together to assure the continued success of the product and the business,”
said Winston.
Although the company’s products are made in the USA, they are sold around
the world throughout Canada, UK, Mexico, Puerto Rico, and Africa.
Heisey Machine also donated hammers, bits, floating subs, and other spare
parts to Drilling for Life and Friends in Action, to help with efforts to drill water wells
for villages across Africa.
As the company moves into the future, it is looking forward to combining the
experience of the older generation with the innovation of the younger generation
to surpass the quality and service Heisey Machine has been known for over the
past 35 years.
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“I don’t want
that to happen; I’ll
bring one right over.” I got in
my car, rushed back to campus and turned in the report less
than an hour later. I thought it was the end of it . . . and it
would’ve been, if I hadn’t won the election.
The election was held a few days later, and I won by a
large enough margin to avoid a runoff. There were five people who ran, but the candidate who came in a distant second
was a fraternity member. More than 95% of the SGA representatives were members of fraternities and sororities.
Before the day was over, I received notice I had been disqualified for turning in my expense report after the deadline.
The fraternity member was declared the new winner.
It seemed so unjust I went to see the Dean for advice. He
told me I could appeal it to the Student Court, so I did. The
Student Court (also made up of a majority of Greek-letter
organization members) referred it over to the Student
Government Association for a vote. I was told I’d be given an
opportunity to present my case before the entire body.
I asked my friend Ken Frankel, a pre-law student at the
time, and the son of an attorney to represent me. Ken and I
consulted with his dad, who recommended we should argue:
“The punishment should fit the crime.”
On the day of our hearing, Ken did just that. He passionately explained to the SGA how I was young, naive, and
didn’t understand the rules; however, once they were
explained to me - I promptly complied. He said it was unfair
of them to disqualify me after I won; if missing the deadline
were so important, then I should have been disqualified
before the election. He agreed I broke the rule, but it was because of ignorance - not intention. He stated they would not just
be punishing me, but everyone who voted for me. He asked them to find a more appropriate penalty which wouldn’t take
away the voice of so many students.
His plea was followed by some lively discussion, but mostly from the few independent members of the body who felt I
should not be denied the office I had won. The fraternity and sorority members insisted I broke the rules, rules are rules for
a reason, and there can be no exceptions. Other than those few independents, all the votes went against me.
It was over. That evening we shared the results with Ken’s father. He looked at me and said, “Son, you’ve just had your
first taste of politics.”
A nasty taste indeed. It seems the desire for power - even if it is only to sponsor dances and other student activities trumps empathy, justice, and reason.
Never again, would I have any interest
in student government. Nor would I
have any interest in joining a fraternity
(something I had once wanted, but
couldn’t afford). I would forever remain
a Gamma Delta Iota.
Wilson cont’d from page 29.

Open the Doorway to all the Event Photos
during the Ohio Well Construction Conference.

To see all the photos from this event, go to:
media.worldwidedrillingresource.com/gallery/2017/OWWA17,
or click here.
Feel free to download at will and print the photo(s) of your choice.
Compliments of WorldWide Drilling Resource ®.

Photos are copyrighted and released for personal use only - no commercial use permitted.
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Robert is an author, humorist,
and innovation consultant. He works
with companies that want to be more
competitive and with people who want
to think like innovators.
For more information on
Robert, visit
www.jumpstartyourmeeting.com or
contact him via e-mail to michele@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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Partnering in Education

Adapted from a Press Release by Major Drilling Group International, Inc.

Major Drilling Group International, Inc. entered into a partnership with a new training
school for drilling professionals, which is designed to help mitigate the challenges of labor
shortages in the industry.
The company provided a drill rig and their expertise to the new training program in
Bathurst, New Brunswick, Canada, which is scheduled to open this month. The partnership
will help the company gain new recruits in a time where labor shortages in the mining industry
have continued to grow.
"As the mining industry enters into a potential upturn,
we are already seeing the need for new qualified workers. We
are therefore pleased to collaborate with the new [drilling
professional] training school at the Bathurst campus of
the Collège communautaire du Nouveau-Brunswick," said
Ben Graham, vice president of human resources and
safety at Major Drilling.
"One of the challenges that is re-emerging in our sector
is the shortage of experienced drill crews in the industry,
a factor that will put some pressure on cost and productivity as we go forward," said Denis Larocque, president
and CEO of Major Drilling. "Our partnership with this new
[drilling professional] training program in Bathurst will
help with the initiatives we are deploying to recruit and
train new employees, and is part of the efforts we are
making to get prepared for a potential upturn in our industry."
Editor’s Note: In between our print issues, the WWDR Team prepares an electronic newsletter called E-News Flash.
Flash
Based on readership, this was the most popular E-News Flash article of the month.
Get in on the action and subscribe today at: www.worldwidedrillingresource.com
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In Memoriam . . .

With sincere condolences from WWDR.
WWDR

Theresa M. “Terri” Barton (1939~2017)

The New England Chapter of the International Society of Explosives Engineers (NESEE) lost a
friend and great asset, Theresa M. “Terri” Barton of Hudson, Massachusetts. She passed away on June
24, 2017, just three days shy of her 78th birthday.
Born in Marlborough, she was raised in Hudson, where she graduated high school and later married the
love of her life Alfred. She was self-employed, operating T Business Services, doing bookkeeping. Terri was in the explosives
industry since the early 1960s, starting with the American Blasters Association. A small group of blasters met at her home,
where she cooked and handled the business of the Association. As the industry and Association expanded to become the
NESEE, Terri still made sure all were fed, while continuing to manage affairs. She was invaluable with finances, scheduling
meetings and classes, the newsletter, and all mailings to keep membership up-to-date with regulations and industry changes.
Terri worked tirelessly, nurturing and cajoling to make the NESEE what it is today, representing the blasting industry as a professional group.
Terri joined Alfred who predeceased her in 2015, after 54 years of marriage. She is survived by her daughter Tammy
(Todd); son Michael; and grandchildren Alexandra, Samantha, Calvin, and Michael.

Joseph S. “Joe” Colicchie

Board of Directors member of the Potomac Chapter of the International Society of Explosives Engineers (ISEE), Joseph S.
“Joe” Colicchie of McDonald, Pennsylvania, passed away July 2, 2017. He was 60 years old. He had worked
for Swanson Industries, Caterpillar, Inc., Bucyrus International, and Terex Corporation. The photo was taken
by WWDR at the 2013 ISEE Annual Conference on Explosives and Blasting Technique in Fort Worth,
Texas.
During the 1990s, Joe coached baseball at all levels in the youth league. Family was Joe’s priority in life,
and he shared his affection freely and unconditionally. An avid fisherman and archery hunter, he loved the
outdoors, but was taken too soon, leaving this earth after a full day of fishing with his lifelong friend.
Joe is survived by his wife of 35 years Mona; daughter Aubry and husband Mark; son Jared and wife
Meredith; and grandson Mack.

Donald G. “Don” Meulebroeck (1952~2017)

The Minnesota Water Well Association notified WorldWide Drilling Resource, Inc. of the sudden passing
of member Donald G. “Don” Meulebroeck on July 19, 2017.
Born in 1952 in Marshall, Minnesota, Don grew up in the Murdock area where he attended school. He
married Juanita in 1974, and made their home in Glenwood. Together, they owned and operated Don’s
Pump and Well, with son Jason joining them later.
Collecting classic cars, attending car shows, ice fishing, traveling, going on family vacations, working in
the yard, and “putzing” in the garage were things Don enjoyed. He will also be remembered for his love and
dedication to his family.
Don is survived by Juanita; son Jason (Christine); daughter Alicia (Rick); grandchildren Madalynn, Owen, Ava, Aubrey; and
extended family.

Todd Hunt Wiedemeier (1964~2017)

The National Ground Water Association expressed its condolences to the friends and family of member and course instructor
Todd Hunt Wiedemeier of Sedalia, Colorado. Todd passed away on July 13, 2017, after a brief illness.
At age 13, Todd’s family moved to Denver, where his love of the mountains anchored him to the area
and kindled his interest in geology. He graduated from Colorado State University then received a master’s
degree in geology at Wichita State University. He then embarked on a prestigious career in environmental
engineering, and pioneered in his field of bioremediation of water and soil contamination. He began as a
technical director at Parsons Engineering Science, Inc., then later decided to open his own company,
THWiedemeier and Associates, Inc.
Todd published over 150 technical papers and training manuals, and also lectured abroad. His book
Natural Attenuation of Fuels and Chlorinated Solvents in the Subsurface was published in 1999, and continues to be a leading source of reference in the field.
He was a man of many talents who could fix or build most anything. He loved to sing, and played the violin and guitar. He
also enjoyed fishing, rock climbing, cycling, and hiking with his beloved dogs.
Left to honor Todd’s memory is his father Dan and stepmother Marcia; mother Ruth; brother Bradford; sister Jane; two
nieces, and one nephew.

Lest we forget...
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Does your rig need help?
W e can take care of your new or not so new rig.
Remounts • Rebuilds • Overhauls

Our distributors are:

Drilling Supply & Mfg.
7301 Hwy 183 South
Austin TX 78744
Te l : ( 5 1 2 ) 2 4 3 - 1 9 8 6 F a x : ( 5 1 2 ) 2 4 3 - 1 0 9 1
C h e c k o u t o u r We b s i t e f o r a l i s t o f u n i ts f o r s a l e .
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Have You Met Donnie Wood with DRILLMAX®?
Information courtesy of DRILLMAX®

Donnie Wood, general manager, and his team of talented craftsman have built
DRILLMAX® from the ground up. Although the company was formed in 2003, Donnie’s
roots in the drilling industry are a little deeper. “I started working in the drill rig business
in the summer of 1993, after high school graduation. My job was for the most part pressure cleaning rigs and running to pick up parts needed. I did this for four years during
the summer break while going to college,” Donnie commented
After college, he worked in the sporting goods business before returning to the
drilling industry. “When I came back to work with Mid America Drilling in 2000, I started
out by working with vendors, ordering parts for new rig sales, and taking parts calls from
customers when they needed spare parts. My first rig sale was in 2001, to Saxby Well
Drilling in Venice, Florida, it was a used, refurbished rig,” he added.
The Drillmaster product line was manufactured for about ten years before a new generation of equipment was needed.
Donnie explained how they gained the insight used for the innovative redesign. “We went and visited a
lot of our very close customers to find out what their needs were. Basically asked them, ‘If you had to
purchase a new rig today what would you want? What would you want the capabilities to be? How fast
does it need to be done? What could make it more user friendly and easier to work on?’”
After answering those questions, DRILLMAX® was established, and for the past 14 years, Donnie
has been traveling the country, visiting jobsites and seeing all the different ways a well can be constructed. “I must say, this time in the field with customers and our drill rigs is the best part of what I do.
It’s very satisfying and rewarding to see something you know
“I have known Donnie for five plus
started as raw steel and after the manufacturing process, is
years. I met him for business, but now
turned into a piece of equipment. That is truly providing a service
consider him a personal friend. I believe
Donnie is the type of guy that puts his
to people. After all, water is the most precious resource we have
heart and soul into those drill rigs.”
on earth. You don’t realize that until you don’t have it,” he stated.
~ Ray Coons
Although it is a small company, the DRILLMAX® Team works
Iowa Geothermal
well together, making sure to put out the top quality products customers expect. “We have a single goal of providing the best equipment to our customers. We ask questions The DRILLMAX 2400
is hard at work on
prior to getting a new rig order to make sure the rig is exactly what they want and will be happy with. We have
this jobsite!
®
the ability to customize some options and placement of options to fit the needs of the drill operator. DRILLMAX
offers six models ranging in capabilities, from drilling a 50-foot well up to a 2000-foot well. Purchasing a drill rig is a tough decision,
and not easy on the wallet. We strive to know the customer, to know what type of work they are doing, and provide them with every
component they need to perform the job, and only the components needed to perform that job.”
Customers sing the company’s praises. Brian Martz with Martz Well Drilling & Geothermal,
Inc. in St. Cloud, Florida, absolutely loves his DRILLMAX® rig. “After shopping for months all
over the country for a drill rig with specific criteria to overcome my local geology formations, my
final stop was to DRILLMAX® to meet with Donnie Wood. Within 15 minutes, I knew I found the
company to meet my drilling demands! [Nearly] 15 years and five rigs later, I am still amazed
how fast and powerful these rigs are, and still compact enough to get me in the tight spots the
bigger rigs can't get too! Donnie has proven to be a lifelong friend that is always there when I
need him for anything! I hope all of you can enjoy the great experience that I have had with your
next rig purchase! You will truly be amazed how fast these rigs can drill!”
Greg Gatchell, president of Aqua 1 Well &
Pump, Inc. is equally pleased with his experience
with Donnie and the DRILLMAX® Team. “We have
known Donnie Wood for many years. This year,
we purchased a DRILLMAX® 350 . . . Donnie has
been a pleasure to work with from the moment he called us with the availability
of the drill rig, to the delivery. The drilling industry as a whole is a bunch of downto-earth people. Donnie is one of those people. [He] kept us informed weekly on
the [progress] of the drill rig. We asked for several modifications and he
exceeded our expectations on all of them. Upon delivery, any and all issues were handled within 24 hours whether it was parts
to be delivered, or service crews on location. We look forward to a continued relationship with Donnie and DRILLMAX®.”
Donnie is enthusiastic about the possibilities for the company. “We have been very blessed to get the work that we have
gotten over the past 14 years. It has been a lot of fun meeting all the new DRILLMAX® family members and fortunately we are
gaining more each year. We are very excited about the future at DRILLMAX®. We currently have some neat projects underway
and have some new DRILLMAX® products coming in the future. I would like to thank all those DRILLMAX® customers out
there who have made it possible for us to get the point we are at. Without the trust of those people with their hard-earned
money, none of this is possible,” he concluded.
®
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Advancing the HDD Industry
Information Courtesy of American Augers

Al Richmond began building auger borers under
the name Richmond Manufacturing in 1961. By 1970,
under Leo Barbera, Richmond Manufacturing spun off
into American Augers and continued to focus on auger
boring machines.
Over the years, the company has focused heavily on
developing products and systems which improve productivity while increasing overall safety. American Augers was the first company to eliminate chains
and go completely to rack and pinion on all HDD (horizontal directional drilling) rigs.
Realizing the need for exit pit crews to be able to lockout drills so they can work directly
on the drill string or exit side tooling, the company developed es!lok®, in 2001. Oftentimes,
drill operators may not be able to see the exit pit crew, and miscommunication with two-way
radios can lead to unexpected movement of the drill pipe, which can cause serious injury and
even death. This system allows workers at the exit side to “lockout” the movement of the pipe,
increasing the safety for those working in the exit pit.
The company continues to drive the industry forward
with new pioneering ideas. The most recent groundbreaking advancement is the new electric auger boring machine
released earlier this year. Keeping fumes out of the pit
is a big issue, especially with deep pit boring. This new
machine has enough power to get through tough bores,
is user-friendly, and can be operated out of the pit with
the new remote control.
American Augers takes pride in the support they give customers around the world. The W W D R camera caught Duane
Their dedicated service team is responsive, knowledgeable, and available 24-hours a Lyons proudly displaying the new electric auger boring machine at the 2017
day, 365 days a year.
Developed and handcrafted in the U.S.A., American Augers machines are built to last! CONEXPO-CON/AGG event.

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Success in an
Ever-Changing
Marketplace

Information provided by
Bill Johnson Equipment
Company

As a young man, Bill Johnson grew up working in a family-owned oilfield
machine shop in Texas. In 1948, he moved to Arizona and discovered there was
no local source for well drilling supplies. So, in 1949, Bill Johnson Equipment
Company (BJE) was born, and remains a family-owned water well drilling
equipment and supply company based in Phoenix, Arizona.
Initially, he obtained a one-year lease on a building and painted the words
Bill Johnson Equipment Company on it. This was his way to make sure people
would remember his name when they walked through the door. After four years,
and over 40,000 miles of traveling throughout the Southwest, his work paid off
and he was able to purchase the building and property where BJE is still based
today.
Over the years, Bill was able to obtain the most coveted of drill rig and
pump distributorships, as well as lines of equipment and supplies. He also had
the foresight to begin collecting and renting specialty tools, and now BJE has
one of the biggest collections of fishing tools in the Southwest. Of equal importance was the ability to service, fabricate, and repair these tools, which led to
the creation of BJE's machine shop, a critical part of the business.
In the 1970s, competition increased and the drilling rigs and other large
equipment which were the core of the original business, were being phased out.
Mining in Arizona had slowed, and changes with irrigation meant a decreased
need for wells. However, in the 1980s, the company witnessed more work from
the exploration and environmental drilling industries, which provided a second
wind for the company.

(800) 356-5130
bakerwatersystems.com
Bitco, Inc.

(661) 201-6259
bitcoinc.us

Diedrich Drill
(800) 348-8809
diedrichdrill.com
Flomatic Corporation
(800) 833-2040
flomatic.com

The business has grown from two Quonset huts on the property, to four
warehouses, a machine shop, and two office buildings.
Today, BJE is owned by Bill's daughter, Ginger Johnson and managed by
Ginger’s daughter Shelly Schira. They are building on Bill’s entrepreneurial spirit
while adapting to the ever-changing marketplace. "My dad did business on a
handshake and trust. We continue with his philosophy of integrity and honesty,
as well as his style for the business," said Ginger.

Check it Out!

The newest feature of the WWDR website Classifieds Direct. Get a direct link through
the computer side, or use your phone and
call directly from the mobile side!
Visit worldwidedrillingresource.com
today and check it out!

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Rockmore
International

(503) 682-1001
rockmore-intl.com

These companies
provide outstanding
service!

To advertise yours here, call:
(850) 547-0102 or e-mail: wwdr@
worldwidedrillingresource.com
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WorldWide SUPER

Call Now!

A

MART™

850-547-0102

Apparel
119

Apparel and other items
celebrating what you do best ~ drill.

www.drillerslife.com

Kat
hy

220-1108

119-683

QUICK CASH MONEY
Paid for Drill Rigs, Pump Hoists,
Mud Pumps, Drill Pipe, & Bits.
RENE HENDON Tel: 281-260-0880

120-120

220-712
Jerry’s Bit Service Inc.
710 CR 3336
Paradise TX 76073 USA
(940) 683-2874
Fax: (940) 683-2874
Mobile: (940) 393-2394
Contact: Jerry Shoemaker
jerryshoemaker54@yahoo.com

220-822

58

220-162
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Jerry’s Bit Service Inc. will meet your
every drilling need. We service and sell
tricone, PDCs, as well as hole openers.
Rather rent a PDC? No problem. Got you
covered. Our company will repair your
PDC regardless if it is a rental or purchase.

220-919

220-648

238-574

SEMCO, INC.
All-Hydraulic Hydrorench
S112H in Stock
1-12” Four Rollers
Breaks Pipe, Makes Pipe to Torque Specs
800-541-1562

238-135

Seller Motivated!

Bucyrus Erie 60L, mtd on International
6x6 truck, low-hour Cat® 3204 on rig.
100's of drilling accessories, slips, elevators, hydraulic pipe jacking system.
Plus, Wheatley mud pump with hoses.
440-610-5909
Kevin@kpbconstructioninc.com

305-692

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Twin Disc Clutches for your BE Rigs
We Buy and Sell All Makes & Models!

For Sale - BE Rigs All Sizes!
Wanted - BE Rigs All Sizes!
***NEW Smeal / Hunke Pump Hoist***
Reese Rig & Tool Co. LLC - 740-408-0725
neh810@yahoo.com reeserig.com

TekMark Industries
Internal Casing Lifter 35 Tons

305-982

November issue deadlines
are right around the corner!
Space Reservation:
September 25th
Display & Classified
Ad Copy:
October 1st

900 cfm/350 psi Sullair rebuilt air end
model 02250056-648................$15,000
1170 cfm/350 psi Ingersoll-Rand/Cat®
C15. New cooler, skid, and paint. Looks
better than new.........................$99,000
Gardner Denver Joy/WB12 booster/
Cat® C16...................................$95,000
Joy WB12 booster/Det. series 60..$50,000
Joy WB12 booster/Det. 12V 92 ..$60,000
Call Alan Lang: 801-554-2419

335-1027

I actually read most of the articles
in WWDR and enjoy the rock quiz.
Thanks for keeping it interesting.

Flush Joint Elevator

Carl

Somerville, Tennessee

Casing Holder 35 Tons

22W with Atlas casing hammer, (2) 55
SpeedStars, and Alten 32A, 24A. Call
for price on rigs.
269-963-2529 or
E-mail: cablewelldriller42@yahoo.com
Ray Leonard, Battle Creek, MI USA
305-170

Hocker Drilling and Fishing Tools
Special Price on Cable Tools! We
accept Visa & Master Card. New &
Used Cable Tools, Rope Sockets,
Stems and Bailers.
Call 270-926-2889

307-107

WWDR wishes you
a great Labor Day.
The office will be closed on
Monday, September 4, 2017.

PVC Cutoff & Torch Guide
DTH Spear - PVC Puller
Heavy Column Pipe Holder
Other Casing Tools
tekmarkwellcasingtools.com
800-747-2485 or 509-747-2485

307-518

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

800-874-3907

PH. 423-626-5302 FAX. 423-626-1232
E-mail: airdocron1@gmail.com

320-254

Torch Guides

Torch Guides 6" thru 16"
Mix & Match for a 20% discount
6” Sale Price.......$59.00 • 8”.......$79.00

RAMPP COMPANY
CARBIDE BUTTON BITS
CABLE DRILLING & FISHING TOOLS
800-272-7886
www.RAMPPCO.COM

R & R DRILLING INC.

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:
www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com
(800) 800-8444 • (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

320-490

Distributor of
SULLAIR Compressors

INGERSOLL-RAND
AIR COMPRESSORS
NEW & REBUILT
HR2s - HR2.5
AIRENDS IN STOCK
Schramm Distributor

GHH - RAND

Distributor of Genuine GHH Rand Parts

Will Ship Worldwide!
NEW & REBUILT SULLAIR
& GHH COMPRESSORS
SHIPPING WORLDWIDE

Sullair 750/350 to 1350/500
GHH 204/128 and CF 1000
Excellent Exchange Prices!
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(458)

Display Classified Quote:

1 Time

Easy Lift
Casing3 Times
Elevators

3.177” x $72/in = $228.74 + $30 (color) =
$258.74

Stocking Distributor of Genuine Geoprobe
Tooling & Supplies

®

ECT Specializes in:

PrePacked Well Screens
Injection Tooling
Vapor Sampling

Manholes (H20, M-306, Aircraft Rated)
Johnson Screens® Products

3.177” x $70/in = $222.39 + $30 (color) =
$252.39 per month

r
See ou le
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r
a
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e
g
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6 Times

3.177” x $68/in = $216.04 + $30 (color) =
$246.04 per month

Proactive Pumps® Master Distributor

888-240-4328 609-631-8939 (fax)609-631-0993

458-813

11 Black Forest Road, Hamilton, NJ 08691

ectmfg.com
proactivepumps.com torquerplug.com

401-719

Drill Collars
425

NEW (15) 4¾” OD Drill Collars
R-2 with 3½” IF Connection
Danny Stull: dannystull.jws@gmail.com
Ph: 405-794-3600

Petol Wrenches
6-1/8 Hammer Bits
Stabilizers
Call for details: 304-636-8922

460-734

425-784

Flush Joint & Bottleneck Drill Pipe
IN STOCK - SURPLUS & USED
2-3/8”, 2-7/8”, 3-1/2”, 4”, 4-1/2”, 5, 5-1/2”
Economy Drill Pipe, Tool Joints for
WELD-ON & SCREW-ON Applications.
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

-WANTED20 to 300 hp vertical hollow
shaft pump motors.
Good or Bad! Will pick up!!
800-541-1562

12 Times

3.177” x $62/in = $196.97 + $20 (color) =
$216.97 per month
6" and 8" easy lift casing elevators provide
a positive grip on the casing without the
need for weld-on tabs. Carbide teeth dig into
casing on both sides.
Set casing FAST • Grab & Go
No slings included

For all your drilling products and supplies,
visit us online:
www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com
(800) 800-8444 • (775) 355-1199
sales@awds.com

515-490

510-135

435-120

SkyRex

IES Drilling Supplies
The Mud Men

- Water Well - HDD - Geothermal - Env. & Remediation

•Drilling Mud •Polymers
•PVC and Stainless Screens
•Above Ground Protectors •Manholes
IES Exclusive Products

We deliver to all
50 states
7 days a week!
Give us a call!

Cam-lock Manholes
Aluminum Anodized
Procovers

104 E. DeVore St. Pearl City, IL 61062
Ph: 800-388-2906 Fax: 815-443-2893
E-mail: sales@iesdrillingsupplies.com
www.iesdrillingsupplies.com
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Water Well Elevators
1” to 24”
WorldWide Also
Drilling
Resource ®
Lightweight
PVC Elevators
SAME DAY SHIPPING!
Rex McFadden Co., Inc.
806-791-3731
39
See our ad on page ___.

www.rexmcfadden.com

515-123

515-187

ELEVATOR SPECIAL

1”, 1¼”, & 2” Slip-type Elevator w/kwik-clamp

Package Special
All 4 pieces for $1000

DRILLING EQUIPMENT SALES, INC.
2515 Highway 70 SW • Hickory, NC 28602

828-322-3056
www.drillingequip.com

515-121

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

GD & Wheatley 4x5 to 7x12
Complete Pump, Gearend, Fluidend
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

SEMCO INC.
SEMCO
INC.

1” Thru
1”
Thru 16”
16” Elevators
Elevators
All
All steel
steel with
with safety
safety latch.
latch.
800-541-1562
800-541-1562
Fax 719-336-2402
Fax
719-336-2402

www.SEMCOoflamar.com
www.SEMCOoflamar.com
Ship
same
Ship by
by
same day
day

1120-120
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Rebuilt to New 4x5 Gardner Denver mud
pump.
Both priced to sell!
The Rig Doctor’s - 317-839-7534
1120-117

515-135

Oklahoma-based company seeks
qualified sonic drillers and helpers.
Competitive pay, retirement, vacation,
health insurance, guaranteed 40 hrs/wk. Travel
required. CDL & drillers
license a plus.
405-360-1434

Atlas
“Pure Strike”
Hydraulic
Casing
Hammers

1120-934

I find your magazine to be very
interesting and informative.

John

Richland, Washington

Ga r d n e r - D e n ve r 4 x5 , 4 ½x 5 , 5 x 6 ,
5x8, 5½x8, 5x10, 5½x10, 7½x8, or
7½x10 - several used/rebuilt bare pump
or skidded & diesel powered. Gaso Fig.
1743 7½x10 skidded w/diesel power.
LeRoi 253S2 rebuilt compressor. New
American Mfg. 5x6. Stocking distributor
for American Mfg. pump parts.
Danny Stull: dannystull.jws@gmail.com
Ph: 405-794-3600

520-851

DSI grouter with duplex Armstrong
pump. 125 gal. mixing tank, 10 hrs on
newer 25 hp Kohler engine & hyd.
pump..........................................$4500
Call Bill 267-784-4056

FOR SALE: Mission Magnum1
Centrifugal Pump - 3x2x13
bearing good, needs new impeller
Model# 6402021231T PRICED TO SELL!
Call for photos: 641-765-4781

Weldco-Beales
Pneumatic Casing
Hammers

1120-784

715-894

MUDSLAYER MFG.
Kyle Hoist hydrofrac unit, 2500 psi,
175 gpm, 6" packer & 700' steel frac pipe,
mtd. on 1996 F-800 with only 19,500
miles on 5.9 Cummins. 304-822-4786
815-216

Atlas Manufacturing Ltd.,
Weldco-Beales,
great Casing Hammers
are now under one roof.
To see all our products,
visit us online:
www.casinghammer.com

DU-ALL Injection Pumps

All parts in stock and available for shipment.
Overnight delivery available. Call your local
parts supplier or Fred’s Water Service at
(440) 259-5436 with
your order or questions.

F r e d ’s Wa t e r S e r v i c e , I n c .

4390 Elberta Road Perry, Ohio 44081
Phone (440) 259-5436
www.fwservice. com
Fax: (440) 259-4795

820-610

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Display Classified Quote:

Atlas Manufacturing Ltd
6524 North Island Hwy

BC
V0R+ 2M0
1.625”Merville
x $64/inch
= $104
$20 (color)
= $124/mth
= $1488/yr.
Canada

Phone: 250-337-5030
Fax: 250-337-5136
Toll-Free 866-338-5090
E-mail: atlas@casinghammer.com

805-313

Where you
come for
Innovation
360-477-0251
www.mudslayermfg.com

Built for Drillers by Drillers
SEPTEMBER 2017
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(Mud Systems)
(1125)

MudPuppies ~
For Sale or Rent
New
&
Used!

We are a MudPuppy dealer.
Call for pricing.
ReBearth Products, Inc. Truro, IA
641-765-4781

1125-934

Display Classified Quote:

Inflatable
Well
Packers

1.692” x 72.00/inch = $121.82

1205-1184

WorldWide

Rates: $9.00 per line.

(Packers)
(1203)

SUPER MART™

This unit is sold!

CUSTOM BUILT
PACKERS FOR ANY
APPLICATION
Classified display (photo, box, logo included) per column inch: 1x $72, 3x $70, 6x $68, 12x $62.

S12,000 SEMCO Pump Hoist
Add color to your ad, for $30.00 ($20 for 12 month commitment).
COMPETITIVE
If you don’t see your
category listed, call - we have it! Please call to place your order
Rick Dreiling: 970-567-7246

PRICES

800-452-4902

1203-409

Manufactured by Vanderlans & Sons
1320 S. Sacramento Street
Lodi CA 95240
209-334-4115
Display
Classified
Quote:
Fax:
209-339-8260

www.lansas.com
1 Time
1203-1190

Baski, Inc.

3.672” x $72/in = $264.38 + $30 (color) =
$294.38

3 Times
PACKERS,

3.672” x $70/in = $257.04 + $30 (color) =
ASR FLOW
$287.04 per month

CONTROL
VALVES &
6 Times
WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
PITLESS
3.672”
x $68/in = $249.70 + $30 (color) =
UNITS
$279.70 per month
1586 S. Robb Way
Times
Denver, CO1280232
3.672”
x $62/in = $227.66 + $20 (color) =
Ph: 303-789-1200
$247.66 per month
Fax: 303-789-0900
info@baski.com

62

1203-567
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www.baski.com

1203-115

1230-130
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In Production
Since 1973

• Portable
• Lightweight
• Economical

• Welded aluminum frame.
• Waterproof motor and electrical system.
• Worm gearbox holds in any position.
• Will handle up to 2” galvanized pipe @
600 lb. capacity.
• Pull or set 24’ per minute.
• Adjustable legs. Extends down to 7”.
(Optional)
Wheel kit w/handles, winch, swing vise
and overhead guide.

Funk Manufacturing
Up-Z-Dazy, Inc.
30 Myers Road
Newville, PA 17241

Phone: 717-776-3181
Fax: 717-423-5201

1230-371

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

NEW and USED Smeal Pump Hoists

For Sale: Smeal 3T, 4T, 5T, & 6T
WANTED Smeal pump hoists of all sizes
Reese Rig & Tool Co. LLC - 740-408-0725
neh810@yahoo.com reeserig.com
1230-982

Peterbilt with SEMCO S8000 with
Cummins, automatic, air conditioning,
lots of storage boxes, runs and drives
excellent.................................$55,000
405-819-3204

1230-899

2017 Dodge & Ford Trucks
Available

S4,000 Pump Hoist, 8,000# cap., 35’
telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank, hyd.
pump, 5T safety hook, hyd. controls &
variable speed engine control..$17,250
S6,000 Pump Hoist, 16,000# 3L cap.,
35’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 5T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control...........................................$19,750
S8,000 Pump Hoist, 22,000# 3L cap.,
36’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 7T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control...........................................$25,250
S10,000 Pump Hoist, 30,000# 3L cap.,
40’ telescoping mast, 30 gal. oil tank,
hyd. pump, 7T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control...........................................$35,750
S12,000 Pump Hoist, 48,000# 4L
cap., 44’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control.........$39,875
S15,000 Pump Hoist, 60,000# 4L
cap., 48’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls & variable speed engine control.........$49,385
S20,000 Pump Hoist, 80,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 72 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
11T safety hook, hyd. controls, & variable speed engine control.........$65,150
S25,000 Pump Hoist, 100,000# 4L

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
15T safety hook, hyd. control & variable speed engine control.........$90,795
S30,000 Pump Hoist, 120,000# 4L
cap., 40’ telescoping mast, 6000# tailout line, 100 gal. oil tank, hyd. pump,
15T safety hook, hyd. control & variable speed engine control.......$106,650
Contact us for a list
of more used equipment.

SEMCO INC.
719-336-9006/800-541-1562
FAX 719-336-2402
See our Ad on page 72.
semcopumphoist@yahoo.com
www.SEMCOoflamar.com

RO B B C O P U M P S I N C
Manufacturer of
Submersible &
Lineshaft Pumps
806-749-7475
robbcopumps.com
Idalou, Texas USA

Rig Repair / Parts
1321

1240-1112

1230-135

Duke Equipment Company, LLC
“Reliable and Versatile Pump Hoist
at an Affordable Price”

See Used Trucks @

www.pumphoist4u.com
1000 E. Oklahoma Avenue
P. O. Box 215
Darrouzett, TX 79024

806-624-2200

1230-511

WANTED TO BUY
PULSTAR
SMEAL, SEMCO PUMP HOIST
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880

1230-120

CUSTOM BUILT RIG

NEW

Ready for immediate delivery!
S15,000 SEMCO Pump Hoist, mtd. on
a 2018 Kenworth Allison automatic. Fully
tooled and ready for the field...$245,000
Rick Dreiling: 970-567-7246

1230-130

RIG PARTS & REPAIRS by
WATER WELL professionals!

Rotary Tables • Mud Pumps
Major Components
Parts located, spares provided for
exisitng equipment, 18” rotary tables
now produced with large ring gear
and pinion.
580-234-5971 www.eniddrill.com

1321-510

KELLY BARS
Fluted, Round, & Square
DRILL PIPE & COLLARS
IR 4-1/2” DP w/2-7/8’ Conn 30’ Joints
6” Drill Collars
ROTARY TABLES
18” SpeedStar with Bushing
8-1/2” Midway
SWIVELS
2” & 3” Little Giant
King 15XV
King 20GW
King 40KG
AIR COMPRESSOR
Screw 900/200 w/Volume Tank
GEARBOXES
Failing
Spicer
Cotta
For additional information and
equipment go to our web site or
give us a call.
325-653-3433
www.wichtex.com
SEPTEMBER 2017
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5¼, 7½, 8½, 12, 17½ Rotary Table,
Hyd. Tubing Tongs, Air Slips,
Type LF & C Tongs, Elevators
RENE HENDON 281-260-0880
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s
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28 le
.

Rig Service / Parts
1325

1320-120

317-839-7534

Complete Rebuilding and Repair
of Drill Unit Components.

31’ - 6” long CF-15/1250 Failing mast,
excellent condition.
Failing high-torque PTO, model G250-HT.
Both priced to sell!
Call or fax for listing.
PH: 317-839-7534 FAX: 317-838-9244

1325-117

Going Out of Business SCHRAMM Dealer

(2) rigs, 1982 T685 & 1980 T66H, bits,
stabilizers, many new, used, & obsolete
parts. Closing soon!

Call Duane or Larry
636-937-4800

1330-1208

***Price Reduced***
Foremost / Barber DR-24, dual rotary,
Sullair 1150/350, 600 hp deck engine,
truck mtd., good condition......$367,000
208-771-0770 Scott
1330-1211

This truck and others are ready to
go to work. See our ad on page 22.
Specialty Rig Sales
888-909-9066

1330-505

2007 CME 55 Track w/auto hammer.
Also 2003 CME 550 ATV & 2003 CME
55LC Track (low clearance), both setup for
coring w/auto hammer. 404-394-9469
excaliburdrilling@msn.com
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1330-551
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2003 Schramm
T555WS Rotary Drill

2003 GEFCO
Failing 1250

1995 Ingersoll Rand
T3W

2005 Atlas Copco T3

2009 Schramm
T450W

Contact Chip Nelson
for more information
and pricing
#405-880-3647

Hablamos Español,
Juan Alfonso
#580-977-3272

1330-654

RV6 Portadrill Semi-trailer rig, mtd. on
2000 Sterling truck, 450’ of 6” drill pipe,
750 cfm compressor, bits........$200,000
501 Portadrill, mtd. on 1998 F-600 truck,
600 ft. drill pipe, bits, tools........$60,000
2000 Ford F-750 water truck, 1250 gal
w/pipe rack................................$25,000
21W Bucyrus Erie cable tool with
tools...........................................$7,000
Dave Smith 620-384-6041

CED
REDU

Totally rebuilt IR TH100A drill rig, mtd. on
a pre-emission 2005 International tri-drive,
Cummins ISX 565 hp engine, 18-speed
transmission, approx. 171,000 miles
(275,000km). Angle package 46’ derrick,
20-rod carousel for 4½” pipe. IR HR2
1250/350 compressor, 18,000 lb Braden
main winch, 12,000 lb aux. Braden winch,
25 gpm Bean water injection pump, 7-gallon
DHD lubricator. All new sheaves (18”
crown sheaves), rebuilt cylinders, new wire
rope, all updated hydraulic system. Rig
inspected and certified.............$495,000
Darrel Skinner (403) 809-2700
Monument Machine Shop Ltd.
Calgary, AB, Canada

1330-1082

2003 Deeprock DR150, low hours, mtd. on
2003 Ford F-750 4x4 w/Cummins 5.9 diesel,
5x6 mud pump, winch, Bean pump, air oiler,
(4) jacks, rebuilt sliding tophead (0 hrs),
very good shape, ready to work...$75,000
Call Chris 516-536-7375 or
e-mail cmurray52@gmail.com
1330-725

1330-640

1330-497

1985 Ingersoll-Rand Model #RD-10VH-1050, SN:14088, rotary drilling.
No mud or air, plumbed for mud and
air, Range II, 53’ mast, 85,000 pullback,
high-torque tophead, (5) hyd. leveling
jacks, hyd. winch jib boom. Mtd. on
and powered by 1985 Pettibone, 4axle crane carrier, 1984 Cummins
NTC 400 BC3...$130,000 Negotiable
Fred Miller 503-510-4066

1330-423

2008 Gus Pech GP900XHR, with 8820
rig hrs. mtd. on a 2008 Freightliner with
43,025 mi., 40,000 lb pullback, 9000 ft
lb torque, 7½ Centerline duplex, tilt out
topdrive, well maintained...$155,000 USD
Contact 403-333-2720

1330-729

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

QUALITY NEW &
PRE-OWNED RIGS
800-963-2466

2007 Schramm 130, SN J1300186, with
rod launcher, many extras.......$800,000
2004 Schramm 130, SN J1300018,
4 8 4 3 h o u r s , 8 0 0 0 m i l e s , n o n - ti l t
head, model 1350/350 - 1150/500
Sullair......................................$450,000
2006 Atlas Copco RD20, SN 21053,
6000 hours..............................$700,000
Call Alan Lang: 801-554-2419
1330-1027

2005 REICHdrill T-690-W

Sullair 1070/375 airpack, Cat® C15 on
deck, mounted on 2005 Mack CV713
Granite.

2005 REICHdrill T-690-W

Cat® C15 deck engine, Sullair 1070/375
airpack, mounted on 2005 Mack CV713
Granite.

D
L
SO

2004 REICHdrill T-690-W

Sullair 1070/375 airpack, Cat® C15 on
deck, mounted on 2004 Mack CV713
Granite, 55,000lb hoist.
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2001 REICHdrill T-690-W

Cummins QSK 19c diesel deck engine,
Sullair 900/350 airpack, mounted on
2000 Mack DM690S.

2000 REICHdrill T-690-W

Cat® C3406 deck engine, Sullair 900/350
airpack, mounted on 2000 Freightliner
FLD-112SD.
“ONLY Authorized REICHdrill® sales,
service, and parts dealer in New England.”

1330-124

1986 Gus Pech Brat 22R, on 86 Int'l
diesel, 3X4 mud, full restoration with all
new hydrostats/pumps and hoses, new
drill pipe, pulldown cylinder and cablerebuilt pto/splitter, new radial tires, professionally done - won't disappoint. Rig and
truck in excellent condition...$88,500 OBO
Call 816 575-2272 or 816 724-1039
1330-1127

1330-301

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

We stock
REICHdrill® and CP Parts.
®
New REICHdrill style 4½” and 4” Drill Rod in Stock.

DENISON

Hydraulics

Fan Pumps • Head Motors • Main Pumps
Hoist Pumps • Control Valves

We Ship Worldwide

NH: 603-878-0998
VT: 802-235-2466

www.northeastdrill.com

1330-204

2001 GEFCO 15K drill rig, Peterbilt 357
chassis, holdback cap. up to 15,000 lbs.
Call for price: 215-348-2974

1330-1250
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(1330)

(Rigs)
(1330)

STOLEN DRILL RIG!!

Display Classified Quote:

S
S
Display Classified Quote:
T
T
O
O
3.76”
x
62.10/inch
=
$233.50
+
$20
(color)
L
L
= $253.50
E
E
N
N

12 Times

4.5” x $62/in = $279 + $20 (color) =
$299 per month

WANTED TO BUY

1990 SpeedStar SS25K drilling rig,
tophead drive, mtd. on 1990 Int’l
VT100 w/Cummins 400, 10-spd. trans.
TRUCK VIN #44KHM6488LWZ17237
If anyone has any information please
call: 818-956-5231 or visit:
www.pacificcranes.com
You may also contact:
Crime Prevention Program
@ 800-432-7257 ext. 823

1445-995

1330-497

The deadline for the November
issue is almost here!
Space Reservation: September 25th
Display & Classified
Ad Copy: October 1st

ATLAS COPCO/INGERSOLL-RAND DRILL

1330-636

DM30E, DM45E, DML, T3W, T4W, T5W, RD20
DRILTECH DRILL T25K, D40K, T40K, DH1, DH2
SCHRAMM T685 RC DRILL WITH RC PIPES
WE WANT SURPLUS PIPES, SPARE PARTS
TEL: 818-956-5231 FAX: 818-244-3723
www.pacificcranes.com

1330-995

NEW

Aqua Bore G3 Pro Series
Compact, portable, powerful, full-featured,
economical skid mount or trailer rig!
• 300 to 400+ ft. boreholes
• Commercial duty
• MCM true oilfield mud pump for 120 psi
®
WorldWide
at
up to 240 gpmDrilling Resource
HD tandem axle mount. Starts under
$26,000 with 120 ft. of drill stem.
Xtreme Duty unit pictured with options
and 160 ft. of drill stem starts at $33,000.
Diesel and many other options available
upon request.
Phone: 906-458-4983 or 906-884-2170
E-mail: webberconst@hotmail.com
Web: webberfabrication.com
66
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2012 Freightliner Trucks 6X6,
60 Series Detroit,
New World Trans., Rockwell Axle,
68KGVW, 315/80 R22.5 Michelin,
800 Miles.......$69,500
SEMCO, Inc. 800-541-1562

Excellent industry publication with
many interesting articles. Thank you
for your great work.

William

Santa Fe, New Mexico

1540-135

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

QUICK CASH MONEY
Paid for Drill Rigs, Pump Hoists,
Mud Pumps, Drill Pipe, & Bits.
RENE HENDON Tel: 281-260-0880

1705-120

Reliable Water Level Indicators

1408-719

proudly made in the USA. Various
lengths & scales available, selectable
buzzer/light indication & sensitivity
control. Economical repair service.
Waterline Envirotech Ltd.
www.waterlineusa.com
360-676-9635

1710-188

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

2003 Sterling/1700 gallon Flatwater
Fleet, one owner garage kept, 60,000
miles, Cat® C12, 420 hp, 8LL, 4.56 rears,
5000# crane, grouter, water transfer
pump, 230 fuel tank, with hose reel and
air pump, exc. 304-822-4786
1730-216

Building and gaining trust by
manufacturing quality flattanks, serving
the water well, mining, mineral
explorations, geothermal, directional
boring, and sonic drilling industries.
We offer your company the
satisfaction of a job well done.
Check out our web site for more
information on our products.
www.northwestflattanks.com

Call (406) 466-2146 or
(406) 544-5914

1710-1179

This would be a great
spot for your ad!
Call 850-547-0102
worldwidedrillingresource.com

2007 Kenworth T800, new 2100 gallon
Flattank.

2005 International, ISX Cummins
engine, 475-500 hp / 1850 torque,
18-speed, 9789.7 original miles, 20,000
front 69,000 rear, full lockers, all new
rear virgin tires, new Flattank 2600
gallon 23’ long with a brand new 7500
IMT wireless radio remote crane.

Rose-Wall puts a new “tilt” on
the water tank business!

We can build any shape or size
Please call for a custom quote

1-800-321-1541
rose-wall.com

1730-390

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

2007 Peterbilt, Model 378-550 hp
C15, 257,150 miles, 18-speed, engine
brake, ratio 4.10, wheels aluminum,
20,000 front 46,000 rear, new Flattank
2100 gallon 21’ long with a brand new
7500 IMT wireless radio remote crane.

Lots of information, pictures, and
specs on our web site. We also have
used drilling rigs, pump hoists, and
used flattank support trucks.
www.northwestflattanks.com

1730-665

2007 Kenworth T-800, ISX Cummins
425 hp engine and 10-speed trans., new
2017 service body w/2000 gallons of
water and 200 gallons of fuel...$49,500
Several more trucks in stock.

Gordon Ballard
Ballard Drilling Co., Inc.
Wadley, Alabama

256-825-5871
Cell: 256-307-4017 (anytime)
E-mail: gballard501@msn.com

1730-785

TORQUER
Professional
Locking Well Plugs

™

Sched. 40/80
1/2”, 3/4”
1”, 1 1/4”
1 1/2”, 2”
2 1/2”, 3”
4”, 5”, 6”
coming soon: 8”

• Domed top
•No metal parts
•Padlocks or safety lock out tags
•Most sq. inch of gasket power
•Bright safety orange color
•Vapor extraction convertible
•Vented Plug Option
•Low Cost

U.S. Patent Protected

www.torquerplugs.com

1753-244

Have you recieved our
2018 Marketing Guide?
Call now to request your copy!
850-547-0102
SEPTEMBER 2017
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The Source of Force

Environmental
Manufacturing,
Inc.

8887 Green Valley Drive
Manhattan, KS 66502

Flush Thread Pipe,
Fittings, and Supplies for
Monitoring/Remediation.
Custom Slotting & Perfing
PVC CPVC HDPE

Linepull: 1/2 Ton to 100 Ton plus!

In-Stock Now!
(800) Mr. Winch
Fax: (619) 474-6730
www.ryanhyd.com

Toll Free 888-587-0807
Fax 785-539-1349

www.emipipe.com

1760-156

1760-378

1775-136

Have something to sell???

Fill out this form or E-mail to: kathy@worldwidedrillingresource.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®

Classified Ad Form

Phone: 1-850-547-0102 j Fax: 1-850-547-0329
E-mail: Kathy@worldwidedrillingresource.com

The only drilling magazine reaching the most of your potential buyers ~ place your classified ad with WWDR.
WWDR Visit our
Web site worldwidedrillingresource.com, e-mail us at classified@worldwidedrillingresource.com, call 850-547-0102 for
more information, or fill out the form below. Fax: 850-547-0329 or mail to: PO Box 660 Bonifay, Florida 32425-0660. Form
Instructions: Please TYPE or PRINT your ad exactly as you would like it to appear (include all punctuation marks). The
rate is $9.00 per line; normally 32 characters makes one line. Note: Bold type is considered 2 spaces. Multiply rate x # of
lines to find your total charge. Deadline is the 1st of each month.
Ad Text: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
Special Instructions:______________________________________________________________________________________________
Company Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Contact Name:___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip:_________________________________________________________________________________________________

We accept:

Phone #________________________________________________

Fax #___________________________________________________

Card #___________________________________________________
Name on Card__________________________________________
Exp Date:__________CCV #_________

Minimum Charge is $36.00 - Call For Display Classified Rates
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America West
Drilling Supply
Our friendly and
knowledgeable staff
is ready to help
Check out our Hammer Brands

For all your drilling products and supplies, visit us online:

www.americawestdrillingsupply.com
www.awds.com

(800) 800-8444 • (775) 355-1199 • sales@awds.com

WorldWide Drilling Resource ®
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Reply to: WorldWide Drilling Resource, Inc.
PO Box 660 • Bonifay FL 32425-0660
850-547-0102
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PERMIT
NO. 3592

SEMCO S8,000H Pump Hoist, 44' derrick,
2-speed winch, triple-line option, hot
shift PTO automatic transmission, pipe
racks, sandreel 1,500' capacity, hydraulic
oil cooler 12V DC, LED light kit, remote
control, (2) 96" toolboxes, 12' steel
flatbed, factory mounted on 2017
Ford F-550 6.7L Diesel, 4x4,
automatic.

Henry Pump
1903 South Midland Drive
Midland, TX 79703

SEMCO INC.

E-mail:
semcopumphoist@yahoo.com
www.SEMCOoflamar.com
PO Box 1216
7595 US Hwy 50
Lamar CO 81052-1216
719-336-9006
719-336-2402 Fax

CALL OUR TOLL-FREE
NUMBER: 800-541-1562

